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Soybean [Glycine Max (L.) Merrill] is an important economic crop because of its high content of 
seed protein and oil. Seed oil and protein content are quantitative inherited traits. The genetics of 
seed protein and oil levels have been extensively studied, with 367 QTL reported for protein and 
475 QTL reported for oil to date. Validation of such QTLs, and identification of easily-
automatable molecular markers around these QTL will aid the progression of breeding for such 
traits. The focus of this research was to discover novel and verify previously reported QTL 
related to protein and/or oil content via Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS). A total of 
391 Plant Introduction (PI) lines from the Germplasm Resource Information Network (GRIN) 
database were used, representing contrasting seed protein and oil content. A single-row plot with 
one replication was grown in 3-meter rows in Fayetteville, AR in 2015, and with two replications 
in Fayetteville, AR, Stuttgart, AR, and Raleigh, NC in 2016 in a randomized-complete block 
design.  Seed samples were assessed for protein and oil concentration using the Perten DA 
7250™ NIR analyzer. To perform the GWAS and detect QTL controlling both protein and oil 
content in soybean, the resulting seed content phenotypic data was utilized in conjunction with 
publicly available SoySNP50k iSelect BeadChip database from the USDA-ARS Soybean 
Germplasm Collection. We detected significant markers previously reported for seed protein 
content on chromosome 5, 7, 9, 18, and 20, and on chromosomes 7, 8, 13, 15, 19, and 20 for seed 
oil content. In addition, we reported new QTL for seed protein on chromosomes 8, 10, 15, 16, 
and 20, and for oil on chromosomes 5, 7, 8, and 18. Future QTL mapping via use of bi-parental 
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Globally, the collective soybean production was near 346 million metric tons in 2017 and 
continues to increase overall. Both soybean production and usage have continuously risen since 
the late 1980s, increasing by nearly 350% since 1987(USDA, 2020). This is largely due to the 
soybean’s ability to provide significant amounts of plant-based protein and oil, as well as its use 
in livestock and poultry feed. China is the largest consumer of soybean meal followed by the 
U.S. and the E.U. China also has the highest production of soybean meal followed by the U.S., 
Brazil, and Argentina, respectively (USDA, 2020) 
 Within the U.S., nearly 75 million acres of soybean were harvested in 2019, with an 
expected increase up to 83 million acres this year (USDA National Agricultural Statistics 
Service, 2020). By state, Illinois and Iowa are the two largest producers, with Illinois harvesting 
over 9.8 million acres in 2019 and 10.3 million expected in 2020 while Iowa harvested 9.4 
million acres in 2019 and expect 9.3 million acres in 2020. Minnesota, North Dakota, Indiana, 
Kansas, South Dakota, and Nebraska each planted at least 5 million acres in 2019 or 2020. Eight 
other states planted at least 1 million acres of soybean and 29 states planted soybean across the 
nation (NASS, 2020). 
 Production methods and practices for soybean are varied across the states of the U.S. and 
the world. Soil conservation efforts in the U.S. have led to increasing soybean acreage planted 
using conservation tillage, including no-till practices, which accounted for roughly 70% of 
soybean acres in 2012 (USDA, 2020). Utilization of cover crops and crop rotation also play roles 
in defining soybean harvest potential; acreage of continuous soybean cropping had negative 
impacts on protein and oil composition relative to soybean rotation with corn (Bellaloui , 2010) 
or intercropping with sorghum (Elsheikh , 2009). Inputs of a soybean crop can include, but are 
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not limited to, irrigation, chemical fertilizers, tillage, seed treatments, and pesticide applications. 
Optimal soybean yields require loose, well drained, loamy fields with a pH around 6.5. Soybean 
need all the same nutrients as other major crops like corn and wheat, and supplemental fertilizers 
are often needed when rotating soybean with other crops (Hoeft, 2000). Along with genetics and 
environment, these cultivation practices heavily dictate the crop behavior and ultimately the 
profitability of the farmer. Both overall yield and quality traits like protein and oil content 
correlate highly to production inputs like irrigation, because water stress has an overall positive 
impact on protein concentration but negative impacts on oil concentration and content, and 
nitrogen fertilizer levels, with higher N levels increasing seed yield while lower levels increased 
both protein and oil concentrations (Assefa, 2019).  
 Within the United States, soybean production is most prominent in the Midwest region, 
but acreage stretches from the Southern to Northern borders. The differences in these 
environments are considerable not only in respect to temperature, humidity and rainfall but 
photoperiod as well. As such, it is essential to consider these factors when examining quality 
traits such as protein and/or oil seed content (Assefa, 2019). In both the United States and the 
world, environment plays a crucial role in dictating protein composition with regions further 
from the equator producing lower protein and AA concentrations on average (Rotundo and 
Westgate, 2016). On average, lower latitudes tended to reduce oil and increase protein 
concentrations when later maturity groups (MG) were utilized. Maturity group zones were first 
developed by Scott and Aldrich (1970), and represent regions where a cultivar is best adapted 
without implying that MG-specific cultivars cannot be cultivated outside their designated MG 
(Boerma and Specht, 2004).Temperature has also been shown to partially dictate quality traits, 
with a positive linear relationship between temperature and protein concentration being shown 
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by Kumar et al. (2006), while other studies have shown an increase in oil content without any 
negative effect to protein concentrations as temperatures increased (Mourtzinis, 2017). Soil 
conditions, including moisture, nutrient levels and pH, also play a significant role in dictating 
final yield and seed composition in soybean. Given the large cultivation acreage in both the U.S. 
and the world, variation in soil types and conditions is considerable and may serve as a 
significant obstacle in breeding for regionally-adapted varieties.  
Soybean Seed Composition 
Soybean is a multifaceted crop, providing seed oil and protein, feed for animals and 
biofuel feedstock. Seed amino acid (AA) composition dictates total protein and is one of the 
main factors to determine soybean quality and market value (Assefa, 2018). Soybean protein 
content is typically near 40% and is among the best vegetal sources for essential AAs (Tessari, 
2016). Along with protein, soybean generally consists of 20% oil, 35% carbohydrate, and 5% ash 
(Karr-Lilienthal, 2005). Soybean protein is considered a complete protein because it provides all 
the amino acids essential for human nutrition. Protein in soybean is typically comprised of 
storage molecules such as beta-conglycinin and glycinin, which are produced in the 4-5 weeks of 
cell expansion after cell division (Yaklich, 1999). Protein extracts are used for many human food 
products and have proven beneficial to vegetarians and vegans looking for an affordable 
alternative to animal-derived protein. A meta-analysis performed by Anderson et al. (1995) 
showed that soybean protein consumption is correlated with significant decreases in serum 
cholesterol, low density lipoprotein (LDL cholesterol), and triglyceride concentrations. The FDA 
confirmed these findings and continues to affirm that consumption of 25 g of soy protein a day 
may lower the risk of heart disease (Kabourek, 2003). There is also a demand for soybean 
varieties with high protein content aside from their use for protein extractions. Both tofu and 
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soymilk are produced from high protein soybean that have large, un-chipped seeds with no 
staining. Tofu, which originated in China nearly 2,000 years ago, has now become a common 
part of the western diet, particularly with vegetarians who can use the high-protein product to 
replace meat. Tofu is produced from curdling fresh, hot soymilk with coagulants and has high 
protein content, B-vitamins, iron, and calcium (USDA-ERS, 2020). Soymilk is produced from 
soaking and finely grinding soybean that are strained and is an excellent source of B-vitamins 
and protein. Natto, or fermented soybean, is another product that benefits from high protein 
content, and the fermentation process helps to break down existing proteins to make them more 
easily digestible.  
Soybean oil is a major source of vegetable oil worldwide, second only to oil from Elaeis 
species, commonly known as palm oil. Soybean oil ranks first (61%) in U.S. vegetable oil 
consumption (USDA-ERS, 2020). Soybean oil is low in saturated fats, contains no trans-fats, and 
is high in poly- and mono-unsaturated fats (USDA-ERS, 2020). Soy oil has little taste and almost 
no smell and is used in almost all margarine and shortenings, as well as mayonnaise, salad 
dressings, imitation meat and dairy products, and commercially baked goods (Kabourek, 2003). 
Soybean oil is comprised of linoleic (51%), oleic (23%), linolenic (10%), palmitic (7-10%), and 
steric (4%) fatty acids (Ivanov, 2010). It has been shown that, due to a negative correlation 
between oil and protein, high- and low- protein soybean lines show significant differences in oil 
accumulation (Hwang and Costa, 2014). Additionally, it has been observed that seed protein 
content can be predicted at an earlier growth stage than seed oil content (Bolon, 2010).  Both the 
monounsaturated fatty acids present in soybean (oleic), as well as the polyunsaturated fatty acids 
(linoleic and alpha-linolenic), have been shown to benefit cardiac health and left ventricular 
performance (Ascherio and Willett, 1997; Ribeiro, 2010). 
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Soybean seeds, in addition to protein and oil, also have considerable sugar and fiber 
content. Soybean sugars are comprised of desirable monosaccharides like sucrose, glucose, and 
fructose as well as oligosaccharides like raffinose and stachyose, which are considered 
undesirable. Like protein and oil, sugar has an inverse relationship with the other seed 
components and can be affected adversely when breeding efforts aim to maximize protein and/or 
oil. Seed composition dictates the end use for the soybean grain. For example, soy food products 
require higher protein and sugar profiles while vegetable oil and industrial uses prefer higher oil 
content (Jiang, 2018). As such, breeders need better understanding of these traits’ genetics to 
provide optimal varieties for commercial production.  
Inheritance of Soybean Protein Content 
Protein and oil content are quantitative traits controlled by many different loci within the 
soybean genome making them difficult traits to breed for. However, with the use of molecular 
markers, such as single-sequence repeats (SSR) and single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), an 
accurate map of the soy genome can be developed. These genetic maps can be used to detect and 
locate QTL responsible for the observed and desired phenotypes (Rector, 2000). Through 
genome-wide association studies, genetic markers that are closely linked to genes or QTL of 
interest can be used to accurately track the presence of genes or QTL of interest in breeding lines 
and serve as a time-saving tool in the breeding selection process. Several genome-wide 
association studies focusing on genetic resistance to biotic and abiotic stresses as well as seed 
composition and other agronomic traits have been completed in soybean to date.  
One GWAS aimed at identifying and verifying QTL associated with salt tolerance was 
reported by Zeng et al. (2017), in which 283 soybean PIs were screened for 33,009 SNPs, and 
found 31 SNPs on Chromosome 3 which mapped to the area of a previously-reported major salt-
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tolerance QTL. The study also identified seven putative novel QTL for salt tolerance (Zeng, 
2017). Additional association studies published in 2014 and 2015 reported QTL controlling 
Sudden Death Syndrome (SDS) resistance in soybean (Wen, 2014; Zhang, 2015). Wen et al. 
(2014) identified 20 total loci associated with SDS resistance; 7 in areas of previously mapped 
QTL and 13 novel loci which together explained an average of 54.5% of the phenotypic variance 
observed. Zhang et al. (2015) reported 12 additive loci and 12 epistatic (SNP-SNP) interactions 
associated with SDS resistance that together explained 24-52% of the phenotypic variance 
observed. 
Previous research utilizing SNP, SSR, RAPD and RFLP markers in both linkage mapping 
and GWAS populations have indicated QTL controlling protein and/or oil content across all 20 
soybean linkage groups with 367 proposed protein QTL and 475 proposed oil QTL (Soybase, 
2016). Many protein QTL have been reported and verified repeatedly while others have only 
been reported in specific environments or populations. Most notably, a region correlating to seed 
protein content on chromosome 20 has been reported at least seven times (Table 1) (Brummer, 
1997; Chung, 2003; Diers, 1992; Reinprecht, 2006; Sonah, 2015; Sebolt, 2000; Zhang, 2015), 
while a QTL located at the 14.7 Mbp position on chromosome 06 has been reported at least six 
times (Table 1) (Csanadi, 2001; Diers, 1992; Hyten, 2004; Kabelka, 2004; Reinprecht, 2006; 
Sebolt, 2000). Quantitative trait loci have also been mapped to chromosome 05, chromosome 07, 
chromosome 09, chromosome 12, and chromosome 15 (Table 1). The QTL at 43.9 Mbp on 
chromosome 08, and the QTL at 1.4 Kbp on chromosome 10 have each been reported in at least 
two previous studies (Table 1) (Brummer, 1997; Specht, 2001). However, many of these studies 
utilized bi-parental recombinant inbred lines (RILs) so these QTLs may be population-specific 
and may not necessarily be generally applicable. 
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Inheritance of Soybean Oil Content 
Soybean oil QTL have also been reported and successfully confirmed. QTL on 
chromosome 05, chromosome 06, and chromosome 20 have each been reported at least three 
times, while QTL on chromosome 02, chromosome 04, chromosome 09, and chromosome 15 
have all been reported twice (Table 2) (Brummer, 1997; Mansur, 1996; Orf, 1999; Qi, 2011; 
Specht, 2001; Hyten, 2004; Reinprecht, 2006; Chung, 2003; Csanadi, 2001; Diers, 1992; 
Fasoula, 2004; Sebolt, 2000; Tajuddin, 2003; Kabelka, 2004; Panthee, 2005; Zhang, 2004; Lee, 
1996; Mansur, 1993). Like many of the protein QTL, numerous oil QTL have been reported only 
once and still require validation. One QTL near the 46 mbp position of chromosome 2 was 
associated with both seed protein and oil (Table 3) and is thought to help dictate total amino acid 
and fatty acid content within the seed (Fang, 2017). 
Breeding for Soybean Protein and Oil 
As with any complex quantitative trait, finding stable QTL requires repeated analysis, 
confirmation, and validation in order to develop useful markers for marker-assisted selection 
(MAS). Suspected substantial interactions between QTL and environment and between QTL and 
genotype as well as large confidence intervals all present challenges for programs wishing to 
utilize these QTL for MAS. Marker-Assisted Selection can be particularly useful when breeding 
for traits that have low heritability or that are heavily affected by environmental factors (Moreau, 
2004). 
Research Needs 
In order to produce molecular markers significantly correlated with these traits that would 
be applicable to all soybean varieties, a genome-wide association study (GWAS) was required. 
Unlike linkage mapping using bi-parental populations, a GWAS should offer comprehensive 
9 
coverage of the pan-genome. This will help to ensure that marker significance will not be over- 
or underestimated based on potential linkage disequilibrium within a bi-parental population. The 
objectives of this GWAS were to discover any potentially unique QTLs and/or corresponding 
SNPs that were significant to soybean seed oil and/or protein, as well as validating any 
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1. Quantitative Trail Loci and molecular markers, by linkage group, reported for seed 







(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 2-1 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-1 A1 92.59 94.59 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 A1 23.5 25.5 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 A1 29.28 31.28 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 17-






1 A1 80.2 82.2 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-
1 A1 86.3 88.3 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-
1 A1 93.92 95.92 B170_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 3-1 A2 131.3 133.31 A505_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et 
al. 1997 




1 A2 144.6 146.57 Satt409 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 26-














1 A2 159.6 161.6 Ti M91-212006/SZG9652 
Vollmann et 
al. 2002 
Prot 3-1 A2 195.4 210.65 A505_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et 
al. 1997 
Prot 3-2 B1 23.7 25.7 A109_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et 
al. 1997 








1 B1 46.38 58.91 
Satt197/Sa
tt560 
Kefeng No. 1/Nannong 
1138-2 
Gai et al. 
2007 
15 








Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 25-2 B1 58.91 59.1 A520_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 1-6 B2 21.3 23.3 A242_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-6 B2 32.13 34.13 A242_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 




1/Nannong 1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 21-8 B2 54.2 56.2 Satt168 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 4-10 B2 24.4 26.4 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-10 B2 42.6 45.6 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-11 B2 27.4 29.4 A352_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-11 B2 28.19 30.19 A352_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 26-10 B2 92.48 94.48 Satt063 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 3-3 C1 89.7 91.7 A063_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-3 C1 125.2 127.2 A063_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 21-2 C1 122.8 124.79 Satt338 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 4-1 C1 120 122 gc197_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-1 C1 160.1 162.1 gc197_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1 125.5 127.5 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1 126.2 200 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1 96 98 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1 126.2 230 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-4 C1 20.04 22.04 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-4 C1 32.1 34.1 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 7-2 C1 55.5 57.5 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al.1999 
Prot 7-2 C1   64.08 66.08 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-2 C1 73 75 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 12-2 C1 25 27 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-2 C1 32.3 34.3 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-2 C1 44.9 46.9 K001_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 19-1 C1 47.08 75.08 Satt578 Minsoy/Archer 
Stombaugh et al. 
2004 
Prot 4-4 C1.1 0 5.4 A463_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-1 C1.2 54.25 73.45 gc197_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-2 C1.2 73.45 91.05 EV3_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-3 C1.2 91.05 105.9 A338_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
16 











1997 96.65 103.06 A063_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 13-2 C2 121 123.02 Sct_028 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 24-1 C2 117.8 121.3 Satt277 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 21-3 C2 97.07 99.07 Satt363 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 







0 A398_1 M82806/HHP 




1997 42.65 55 A691_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-4 D1a 5.43 7.43 A398_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-5 D1a 39.8 41.8 A691_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 13-1 D1a 76.5 78.5 Satt077 Ma.Belle/Proto 




+Q -1 1 A398_1 M82806/HHP 




+Q 35.6 37.6 A691_1 M82806/HHP 





+Q 86.9 88.9 Satt077 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 27-1 D1b 70.65 75.66 Satt537 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 Chen et al. 2007 
Prot 25-3 D1b 7.63 9.63 A725_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 Gai et al. 2007 
Prot 21-4 D1b 36.07 38.07 Satt157 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Conglycini
n 1-1 D2 79.19 81.19 Satt461 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Prot 26-2 D2 78.23 80.23 Satt389 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 17-2 D2 105.5 109.49 Satt310 
Misuzudaizu/Moshid
ou Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Prot 3-6 E 29.88 31.88 B174_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-6 E 38.1 40.1 B174_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 27-2 E 44.93 45.4 Satt151 
Charleston/Dongnong 
595 Chen et al. 2007 
 
 
     
17 







Marker Parents Reference 
       
Prot 27-3 E 44.93 45.77 Satt151 
Charleston/Dongnong 
596 Chen et al. 2007 
Prot 1-5 E 0 3.1.00 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-5 E 19.4 21.4 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-5 E 5.3 7.3 SAC7_1 A81356022/PI468917 Diers et al. 1993 
cqProt-
001 E 29.89 31.89 A454_1 PI 97100/Coker 237 
Fasoula et al. 
2004 
Prot 4-13 E 44 46 cr274_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-13 E 93.2 95.2 cr274_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 0 1.05 A517_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 25.02 27.02 A517_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-5 E 32.7 34.7 A517_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 1.05 8.95 cr167_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 26.3 28.3 cr167_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-6 E 34.4 36.4 cr167_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-1 E 29.9 31.9 A454_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-1 E 38.1 40.1 A454_1 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 17-3 E 18.8 200 Satt384 
Misuzudaizu/Moshid
ou Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Prot 3-6 E_1997 21.05 23.9 B174_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-7 F 46.63 48.63 K002_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-7 F 53.4 55.4 K002_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 24-2 F 79.7 99.7 Satt539 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 21-6 F 70.41 72.41 Satt510 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 6-2 F 104.8 106.84 B148_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-2 F 154.8 156.8 B148_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 26-




13 F 2.35 4.35 Satt569 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 3-7 F_1997 77.35 80.3 K002_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-10 G 96.24 98.24 A235_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-10 G 142.4 144.4 A235_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-8 G 66.53 68.53 A816_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
18 








Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 3-9 G 66.7 68.7 A890_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-9 G 94.7 96.7 A890_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 1-8 G 88.97 90.97 A245_2 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-8 G 131.4 133.4 A245_2 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 20-1 G 11.74 13.74 Satt570 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Prot 26-




14 G 42.38 44.38 Satt394 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 26-8 G 42.38 44.38 Satt394 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 3-10 G_1997 158.9 166.55 A235_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-8 G_1997 115.2 119.05 A816_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-9 G_1997 115.2 119.05 A890_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 4-12 GA1_25 0 14.6 A199_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-13 GA1_27 30.55 34.8 cr274_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 3-11 H 30.9 32.9 A069_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-11 H 32.17 34.17 A069_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 21-
10 H 85.49 86.49 Satt142 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 5-2 H 85.8 87.8 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-2 H 94 162 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 6-1 H 2.75 38.35 B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-1 H 123.1 125.05 B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 6-1 H 137.1 139.1 B072_1 Peking/Essex Qiu et al. 1999 
Prot 5-2 H.1 0 17.25 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 3-11 H_1997 42.55 45.65 A069_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-12 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 3-12 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 15-1 I 36.4 36.94 Satt496 A3733/PI437088A 
Chung et al. 
2003 
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Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 1-1 I 22.5 24.5 K011_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-1 I 37.06 39.06 K011_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 22.6 24.6 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 30.4 38.95 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-2 I 38.4 40.4 A407_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 16.75 24.75 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-3 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 16.75 24.75 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 17.2 19.2 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-4 I 31.4 33.4 A688_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
cqProt-
003 I 35.4 37.4 Satt496 
PI 468916/A81-
356022 
Nichols et al. 
2006 
Prot 26-3 I 17.5 19.5 Satt571 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 26-4 I 20.9 22.9 Satt419 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 26-5 I 49.11 51.11 Satt270 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 26-9 I 85.73 87.73 Satt162 RG10/OX948 
Reinprecht et 
al. 2006 
Prot 10-1 I 6.1 8.1 Satt127 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 10-1 I 14.5 16.5 Satt127 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 10-1 I 34.35 36.35 Satt127 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 11-1 I 31.42 33.42 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et 
al. 2000 
Prot 17-1 I 35.94 37.94 Satt239 
Misuzudaizu/Moshid
ou Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Prot 3-12 I 0 
1.75.0
0 A144_1 M82806/HHP 
Brummer et al. 
1997 
Prot 4-7 J 26.63 28.63 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-7 J 47.7 49.7 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-7 J.1 4.05 25.15 B166_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
       
 
 












Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 13-4 K 163.8 165.8 Satt196 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 24-3 K 5.8 25.8 
Satt102/
Satt539 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 5-3 K 52.9 54.9 A065_3 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-3 K 79.9 81.9 A065_3 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-4 K 30.75 32.75 R051_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 5-4 K 34 36 R051_2 PI97100/Coker237 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 12-3 K 39.86 41.86 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-3 K 46.7 48.7 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-3 K 54.1 56.1 Satt178 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 16-2 L 106.2 108.24 Satt373 Essex/Essex 
Chapman et al. 
2003 
Prot 1-7 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-7 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 1-7 L 46 
50.85.
00 A023_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 2-2 L 91 93 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-2 L 107.7 109.7 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 8-1 L 65.5 67.5 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 8-1 L 80.1 82.1 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 8-1 L 87.6 89.6 Satt166 Noir 1/ Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 17-6 L 52.14 56.14 I 
Misuzudaizu/Moshid
ou Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Prot 13-3 M 32.5 34.5 Satt567 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 13-3 M 40 42 Satt567 Ma.Belle/Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Prot 24-4 M 35.85 50.1 
Satt463/
Satt540 Essex/Williams Hyten et al. 2004 
Prot 21-
11 M 129.8 131.76 Satt308 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 7-1 M 32.7 34.7 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-1 M 37.98 39.98 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 7-1 M 49 51 R079_1 Minsoy/Archer Orf et al. 1999 
Prot 12-4 M 32.5 34.5 Satt567 Minsoy/Noir 1 














Marker Parents Reference 
Prot 12-4 M 40 42 Satt567 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 27-4 N 91.55 114.55 Satt257 
Charleston/Dongnong 
597 Chen et al. 2007 
Prot 21-9 N 74.91 76.91 Satt339 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 4-8 N 26.8 28.8 A071_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-8 N 29.35 31.35 A071_3 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N 29.5 31.5 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N 33.4 35.4 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Beta 
conglycin
in 1-1 N 75.49 77.49 Satt255 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Prot 4-8 N.1 13.4 30.2 A071_4 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-9 N.1 30.2 45.45 gc34_2 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 27-5 O 58.4 106.02 Satt581 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 Chen et al. 2007 
Prot 21-5 O 4.44 6.44 Satt358 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Prot 12-5 O 70.1 72.1 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-5 O 80.7 82.7 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 12-5 O 82.1 84.1 Satt478 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Prot 1-6 P 36.8 43.7 A242_1 A81356022/PI468916 Diers et al. 1992 
Prot 4-10 P 6.7 22.45 B142_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 4-11 P 0 6.7 A352_1 Young/PI416937 Lee et al. 1996 
Prot 2-2 U14 18.75 23.45 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-1 U7 1.3 9.4 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Prot 2-3 U7 81.1 83.6 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
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Table 2.  Quantitative Trail Loci and molecular markers, by linkage group, reported for seed oil 








(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 4-
























2 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
2 A1 92.6 94.6 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
3 A1 23.5 25.5 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
3 A1 29.3 31.3 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 
10-1 A1 79.2 81.2 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 
10-1 A1 86.3 88.3 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 
10-1 A1 92.6 94.6 T155_1 Minsoy/Noir 1 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 8-
1 A1 83.3 85.3 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 8-
1 A1 87.6 89.6 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 8-
1 A1 88.7 90.7 Satt174 Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 
24-15 A1 91.2 94.2 
Bng077_1/S
att511 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-16 A1 28.1 30.3 
A329_2/Satt
454 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
13-1 A1 80.2 82.2 B170_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-1 A1 86.3 88.3 B170_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 4-
































24-1 A2 14 16 Sct_067 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
16-1 A2 63.3 71.3 A111_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Oil 4-












24-11 B1 36.5 46.4 Satt251 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-14 B1 80.3 82.3 Sat_095 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 4-




14-1 B2 71.1 73.1 Satt020 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 
14-1 B2 87.6 89.6 Satt020 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 2-
6 B2 21.3 23.3 A242_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
6 B2 32.1 34.1 A242_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 
25-1 B2 115 117 B221_1 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 
Gai et al. 
2007 
Oil 
24-17 B2 69 78.7 
Sat_009/Sat
_083 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 
16-2 B2 99.1 110 A519_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
cqOil-




20-1 C1 123 125 Satt338 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Oil 6-
1 C1 89.7 91.7 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 6-
1 C1 125 127 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 8-
2 C1 -1 1 
SOYGPAT
R Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 8-
2 C1 9.34 11.3 
SOYGPAT
R Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 8-
2 C1 20 22 
SOYGPAT
R Minsoy/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 9-
1 C1 -1.1 1.1 
SOYGPAT
R Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 9-
1 C1 9.34 11.3 
SOYGPAT
R Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 9-
1 C1 20 22 
SOYGPAT
R Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 
24-18 C1 5.36 15.7 
A351_2/Satt
690 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 6-
1 C1.2 0 18.9 A063_1 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 4-








2 C2 42.4 44.4 Satt432 Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 












23-2 D1a 17.5 56.2 
Satt179/Satt
184 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 
24-10 D1a 68.9 70.9 Satt468 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 
24-19 D1a 56.4 59 
Satt203/Satt
254 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-20 D1a 68.6 72.3 
Satt198/Satt
439 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-21 D1a 85.5 91.3 
Sat_414/Sat
305 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
13-2 D1a 68.9 70.9 Satt468 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-2 D1a+Q 75.5 77.5 Satt468 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-2 D1a+Q 88.5 90.5 Satt468 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
20-2 D1b 36.1 38.1 Satt157 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Oil 
19-1 D1b 115 117 Satt274 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 
24-3 D1b 116 137 Satt271 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
26-1 D1b 7.63 9.63 A725_1 





23-3 D2 24.5 57.1 
Satt154/Satt
458 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 
24-22 D2 75.3 80.2 
Sat_292/Satt
461 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-8 D2 84.2 92.1 Sat_114 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 5-
4 D2 78.4 80.4 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
4 D2 97.8 99.8 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
5 D2 72.5 74.5 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
5 D2 88.3 90.3 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
6 D2 78.6 80.6 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
6 D2 98 100 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 2-
3 E 8.55 14.6 Pb 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
3 E 12.6 14.6 Pb 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 2-
3 E 21.9 23.9 Pb 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
4 E 29.9 31.9 A454_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
4 E 34 37.7 A454_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
4 E 38.1 40.1 A454_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
5 E 0 3.1 SAC7_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
5 E 5.3 7.3 SAC7_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
5 E 19.4 21.4 SAC7_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
8 E 27.3 29.3 K229_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
8 E 29.8 34 K229_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
8 E 35.4 37.4 K229_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
9 E 33.6 35.6 A203_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
9 E 40.9 42.9 A203_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
9 E 46.8 61.1 A203_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 
24-23 E 22.8 28.3 
K229_1/OP
_M12b Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-24 E 28.3 35.8 
K229_1/Satt
573 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 




1 E 22.7 24.7 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
1 E 30.6 32.6 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
1 E 8.95 18.5 A069_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 
24-25 F 1.09 3.04 
M8E6mr1/S
att343 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-4 F 11.4 16.1 Satt252 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 
13-3 F 70.4 72.4 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-3 F 81.3 83.3 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-3 F 114 116 Satt510 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 4-
























2 G 98.3 100 L154_1 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 6-
2 G 145 147 L154_1 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 6-
4 G 96.7 98.7 L002_2 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 6-
4 G 143 145 L002_2 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 
24-12 G 58 63 Sat_088 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-26 G 65.6 73.4 
A073_1/Sat
_143 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-27 G 94.4 96.6 
Satt191/Sct_
199 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
















3 GA1_30 0 4.85 A235_4 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 4-












5 H 85.8 87.8 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 6-
5 H 94 162 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 
19-2 H 88.5 90.5 Satt317 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 
24-28 H 86.5 90.3 
A748_2/Satt
142 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 7-












5 H.1 0 17.25 A566_2 PI97100/Coker237 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 4-




15-1 I 36.4 36.9 Satt496 A3733/PI437088A 
Chung et al. 
2003 
Oil 
14-3 I 1 3 Satt562 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 
14-3 I 21.8 23.8 Satt562 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 2-
1 I 28 30.4 K011_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
1 I 37.1 39.1 K011_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
2 I 22.6 24.6 A407_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
2 I 30.4 39 A407_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
2 I 38.4 40.4 A407_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
1 I 22.5 24.5 K011_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil-




24-29 I 30.6 34.7 
A352_2/B2
14_2 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-30 I 36 49.3 
Sat_105/Sat
_219 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-6 I 49.1 51.1 Satt270 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 




















11-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000 
Oil 
11-1 I 31.4 33.4 A144_1 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000 
Oil 
12-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000  
Oil 
12-1 I 17.2 19.2 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000 
Oil 
12-1 I 31.4 33.4 A144_1 Parker/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000 
Oil 
11-1 I 11.3 13.3 A144_1 G.max/G.soja 
Sebolt et al. 
2000 
Oil 
16-3 I 34.4 36.4 Satt127 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Oil 
13-4 I 22.4 24.4 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-4 I 31.7 33.7 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-4 I 34.2 36.2 BLT002_1 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-5 I 109 111 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
13-5 I 111 113 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 
13-5 I 118 120 L026_2 Minsoy/ Noir 1 
Specht et al. 
2001 
Oil 
20-3 J 24.5 26.5 Satt285 BSR 101/LG82-8379 
Kabelka et al. 
2004 
Oil 
16-4 J 27.1 29.1 K384_1 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Oil 5-
2 J 56.2 58.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
2 J 90.2 92.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
2 J.1 26.2 44.2 B122_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 4-








14-2 K 104 106 Satt196 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 
14-2 K 164 166 Satt196 Ma.Belle/ Proto 
Csanadi et al. 
2001 
Oil 1-








24-31 K 97.1 107 M7E8mr3 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 4-




7 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
7 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 2-
7 L 46 50.85 A023_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil-




23-4 L 66.5 89.1 Dt1/Satt166 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 
23-5 L 91.1 102 Satt229 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 3-
1 L 91 93 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 3-
1 L 108 110 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 9-
3 L 94.4 96.4 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 9-
3 L 110 112 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 9-
3 L 114.4 116 A489_1 Noir 1/Archer 
Orf et al. 
1999 
Oil 
24-32 L 33.7 36 
Satt497/Satt
613 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-33 L 90.3 95.4 
A489_1/DU
BC015 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-7 L 67.3 69.3 Sat_113 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-9 L 30.6 31.2 Satt398 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 




3 L 35.7 37.7 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
3 L 44.1 46.1 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
3 L 52.9 55.6 A023_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 1-










25-2 M 39.4 41.4 A060_2 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 
Gai et al. 
2007 
Oil 
23-6 M 35.9 49.9 Satt540 Essex/Williams 
Hyten et al. 
2004 
Oil 
16-5 M 107 109 Satt250 
Misuzudaizu/Moshido
u Gong 503 
Tajuddin et al. 
2003 
Oil 
24-13 N 31.8 33.8 Satt530 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-34 N 92.6 102 
Satt022/Satt
257 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
24-5 N 28.5 32.8 
Satt009/Satt
530 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 
28-2 N 91.6 103 Satt257 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
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(cM) Marker Parents Reference 
Oil 
28-3 N 101 115 Satt022 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
Oil 
25-3 N/A N/A N/A 
AACCAA0
8 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 
Gai et al. 
2007 
Oil 
25-4 N/A N/A N/A 
AACCAA0
9 Kefeng No. 1/1138-2 
Gai et al. 
2007 
Oil 










28-4 N/A N/A N/A Sat_001 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
Oil 
19-3 O 49.7 54.2 Satt420 N87-984-16/TN93-99 
Panthee et al. 
2005 
Oil 
24-2 O 4.44 6.44 Satt358 Charleston/Dongnong Qi et al. 2011 
Oil 2-
6 P 36.8 43.7 A242_1 
A81356022/ 
PI468916 
Diers et al. 
1992 
Oil 5-
4 R 14.8 14.9 cr142_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
5 R 0 7.35 K258_2 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 5-
6 R 7.35 14.8 cr326_1 Young/PI416937 
Lee et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
1 U14 18.8 23.5 Satt006 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
2 U7 1.3 9.4 T155_1 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
Oil 3-
3 U7 81.1 83.6 A329_2 Noir 1/Minsoy 
Mansur et al. 
1996 
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Table 3.  Molecular markers previously reported to be linked to QTL affecting both protein and 







(cM) Parents Reference 





Chen et al. 
2007 
Seed oil plus protein 
1-1b 
A1 43.40 45.40 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
Seed oil to protein 
ratio 1-1 
A1 41.41 43.41 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 





Chen et al. 
2007 





Chen et al. 
2007 





Chen et al. 
2007 





Chen et al. 
2007 






Chen et al. 
2007 
Seed oil to protein 
ratio 1-2 
M 37.98 39.98 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
Seed oil plus protein 
1-2c 
U11 53.55 63.65 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 
Chen et al. 
2007 
Seed oil plus protein 
1-1c 
U7 67.55 72.95 
Charleston/Dongnong 
594 


















CHAPTER 2: VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION OF QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI 




Soybean [Glycine Max (L.) Merrill] is an important economic crop because of its high content of 
seed protein and oil. The focus of this research was to discover novel and verify previously 
reported QTL related to protein and/or oil content via Genome-Wide Association Study 
(GWAS). In particular, this study aimed to discover QTL that could potentially convey positive 
effects to both traits, or a positive effect on one trait without a drag upon the other. A total of 391 
Plant Introduction (PI) lines from the Germplasm Resource Information Network (GRIN) 
database were used, representing contrasting seed protein and oil content. A single-row plot with 
one replication was grown in 3-meter rows in Fayetteville and Stuttgart, AR in 2015, and with 
two replications in Fayetteville, AR, Stuttgart, AR, and Raleigh, NC in 2016 in a randomized-
complete block design.  Seed samples were assessed for protein and oil concentration using the 
Perten DA 7250™ NIR analyzer. To perform the GWAS and detect QTL controlling both 
protein and oil content in soybean, the resulting seed content phenotypic data was utilized in 
conjunction with publicly available SoySNP50k iSelect BeadChip database from the USDA-
ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection. Significant markers previously detected for seed protein 
content were observed in this study on chromosomes 5, 7, 9, 18, and 20, while for seed oil we 
confirmed previously-detected regions on chromosomes 7, 8, 13, 15, 19, and 20. In addition, we 
identified QTL for seed protein on chromosomes 8, 10, 15, 16, and 20, and for oil on 
chromosomes 5, 7, 8, and 18. Future QTL mapping via genome wide association studies across 
more environments will be necessary to confirm QTL and validate the genes identified as novel 





Soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merrill] is an important economic crop, both domestically and 
internationally, due mostly to its high levels of protein (40%) and oil (20%) (Burton, 1987). 
Domestication of soybean occurred around the eleventh century BC in Northeastern China, and 
cultivation of the crop was limited to China until the late nineteenth century (Gibson and Benson, 
2005). Acreage in the U.S. remained low until the mid-1920s, when the potential of soybean’s 
oil content was realized, as well as the crop’s value for nitrogen fixation within crop rotation. 
More recently, protein content has become an important breeding goal due to its economic 
importance. By weight, soybean is made up of roughly 40% protein, 20% oil, 35% carbohydrate 
and 5% ash (Hartwig and Hinson, 1972; Soares, 2008). 
 Traditionally, soybean was used for direct human consumption in fermented products 
like natto, soy sauce, miso, and tempeh, or in unfermented products including edamame, tofu, 
and soymilk. However, most soybean in the U.S. are crushed for their oil and protein for use in 
the animal feed industry while less than 30% is used for human consumption. Soybean are 
processed for their oil, which can be refined for cooking or used for biofuels and manufacturing. 
After oil extraction, a high-protein soybean meal remains, which is commonly used in livestock 
feed particularly in the bovine, swine, and poultry industries. Soy protein not utilized in livestock 
feed is typically bound for one of three uses within human consumption: soy flour, concentrates, 
and isolates. Of these forms, soy flour contains the least protein, approximately 50% by mass 
(USDA-ERS, 2020). Soy flour is naturally gluten free, resulting in a relatively moist, dense 
texture and can be substituted for T. aestivum (wheat) flour in many instances. Soy concentrates 
are similar to soy flour but are lacking in water-soluble carbohydrates and are typically about 
70% protein (USDA-ERS, 2020). These concentrates are widely used as nutritional additives in 
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baked foods, breakfast cereals, meat and poultry products as well as some pet foods and milk 
replacements for both humans and animals. Soy protein isolates are the purest form of soy 
protein, with a minimal protein content of 90% on a moisture-free basis, and are used primarily 
to improve texture and protein content of meat products (Anderson, 1995). More recently, soy 
protein isolates have been used in high protein products for human consumption such as protein 
shakes and supplements. The anticipated increase in demand for non-animal-derived protein 
sources coupled with swelling global consumption of overall protein necessitates production 
advancements in soybean protein content (Chéreau, 2016). 
The negative correlation between protein and oil content is well-documented and it is 
known that protein and oil synthesis pathways compete for the same nutrients and energy (Brim 
and Burton, 1979; Chung, 2003; Cober and Voldeng, 2000; Lee, 1996; Sebolt, 2000; Wilcox and 
Cavins, 1995). During seed development, regulatory networks involving phytohormone 
pathways and environmental signaling initiate and continue the accumulation of seed protein and 
oil up until the desiccation stage (Nguyen, 2016). Seed protein synthesis and deposition occurs 
after the histodifferentiation stage of seed development, and mostly in the absence of further cell 
division. The parenchyma cells accumulate a variety of proteins, such as acid hydrolases, storage 
proteins, plant defense proteins, and other metabolites. Nearly all of these compounds undergo 
several modifications during or following their synthesis; this can include glycosylation, 
folding/assembly, proteolytic processing and disulphide bond formation. Once complete, these 
proteins are typically transported to the nucleus, the peroxisome/glyoxysome, the mitochondrion, 
or the plastid (Kermode and Bewley, 1999). Seed oils, which are long chain hydrocarbons, begin 
their production within the plastids, where fatty acid (FA) synthesis is localized (Bates, 2013). 
This FA synthesis pathway determines the length of the chain of carbons and the level of 
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saturated FAs to be found in seed oils. The resulting acyl chains are exported from the plastid 
and transferred to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) for oil synthesis (Kim, 2013). 
 Alleles conveying higher protein content are typically inherited with alleles encoding 
decreased oil content and there is often a negative correlation between concentrations of these 
two seed components (Assefa, 2019; Burton, 1987; Wilcox and Cavins, 1995; Helms and Orf, 
1998). Protein/oil exchange, yield unchanging, can be as high as 2.00 (Chung , 2003). This 
negative correlation makes breeding for high oil content without sacrificing protein levels rather 
difficult. Therefore, QTL conveying high oil content without decreasing protein, and vice versa, 
are most desirable. Currently, five QTL have been proposed that increase both protein and oil 
content (Chen, 2007), while two QTL that partially dictate protein to oil ratio have been reported 
(Chen, 2007). Generally, a yield drag is associated with increased protein and/or increased oil 
content (Prenger, 2019; Chung, 2003). It is likely that some useful alleles were lost through 
conventional breeding before protein and oil content of the crop was assessed. Therefore, 
screening wild accessions and PIs increases the chances of observing novel QTL associated with 
protein and oil content in soybean. 
Genome-wide association studies provide an alternative to traditional bi-parental 
populations used for detecting QTL or physical gene loci. Like conventional linkage mapping, 
association studies correlate genetic markers with observed phenotypic traits of interest; 
however, since association studies are generally based on more broad populations, a higher 
degree of accuracy can be obtained when detecting the genomic positions of QTL (Yu, 2006). 
One GWAS of soybean lines attempted to look at eight agronomic traits in soybean including 
simple Mendelian traits of flower, hilum and pubescence color as well as complex traits of 
maturity, plant height, seed weight, seed oil and seed protein (Sonah, 2015). One region of 
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Chromosome 13 showed significant marker-trait associations for flower color, one region of 
Chromosome 6 showed association for pubescence color and two regions on Chromosome 8 and 
Chromosome 9 were found to be significantly associated with hilum color (Sonah, 2014). For 
maturity and plant height, one region on Chromosome 19 showed association with the traits and 
the two most significantly associated SNPs were found to be near a previously reported maturity 
locus (Sonah, 2015; Watanabe, 2009). For hundred seed weight, three significant QTL were 
identified on Chromosomes 2, 13 and 20 (Sonah, 2015). Finally, the study found eight regions 
across seven chromosomes (Chromosome 5, 8, 9, 12, 15, 19, and 20) that were associated with 
seed oil content. QTL associated with protein content were also found on these same 
chromosomes in very similar intervals. Furthermore, five of the eight most significant SNPs 
from both protein and oil datasets were identical, demonstrating the probable overlap of 
biosynthetic pathways required for production of these seed components. 
Hwang and Costa (2014) also conducted a GWAS on 298 soybean germplasm from 
landraces collected in China, Korea, and Japan in which they identified 40 SNPs across 10 
chromosomes associated with seed protein content and 25 SNPS across 12 chromosomes 
associated with seed oil content. This study also identified seven markers across Chromosomes 
8, 9 and 20 that were associated with both protein and oil seed content. 
The objectives of this research are to screen a diverse population of soybean germplasm 
in southern US environments to confirm the stability of protein and oil, and to confirm 




Materials and Methods 
Population Development 
381 soybean accessions from the USDA-ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection were 
selected for the Genome-Wide Association Study (GWAS). Lines were selected based on yellow 
seed color, and desirable mottling, shattering, lodging habits, and maturity (MG 4, 5, and 6) from 
this collection of over 20,000 modern and land race cultivars. Lines were then selected to cover a 
wide range of geographic areas including China, South Korea, Japan, and the United States. 
Passport information for these lines was used to confirm variation for protein and oil contents in 
the selected subset, comprehensively spanning protein content from 37.5% to 54.5% and oil 
content from 11.1% to 24.1%. One hundred seeds of each selected line were procured from the 
Germplasm Resources Information Network (GRIN) in April of 2015. 
Genotyping 
Genotypic data comprised of 42,291 SNPs for the GWAS population was generated by 
the USDA-ARS Soybean Germplasm Collection using the SoySNP50k iSelect BeadChip 
database (Song., 2013). SNP data is publicly available at 
http://www.soybase.org/dlpages/index.php. SNPs with minor allele frequencies at or below 0.05 
were removed from dataset, leaving 31,498 markers for determining population structure. 
Phenotyping 
In 2015, the 391 selected accessions were planted in single 3-meter rows in Stuttgart and 
Fayetteville, AR with one replication at each location, albeit the Stuttgart location lost many 
plots due to flooding. In 2016, genotypes were planted in single 3-meter rows in Fayetteville and 
Stuttgart, AR as well as Raleigh, NC, with two replications in each location in a randomized 
complete block design. Soil samples from Fayetteville, AR showed silty, clay loam texture with 
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a pH between 6-6.5, while Stuttgart, AR samples had silt loam texture with a pH between 5-5.5, 
and Raleigh, NC soil samples had loamy sand texture with a pH between 5.85 and 6.12. Full 
fertility analysis was also performed and is available on Supplemental Table S3. Fields were 
irrigated as needed. Seed was harvested by hand in 2015 and by plot combine in 2016. Seeds 
were cleaned by passing through 3.969 x 19.050 mm oblong-hole sieve to remove foreign 
materials and split seeds. A minimum of 20 mL of whole, cleaned seed was sampled from each 
plot and analyzed for crude protein and oil content using near-infrared reflectance spectroscopy 
(Perten DA 7250™). 
Statistical Analysis 
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using JMP 15.0 (SAS, Cary, NC) to 
assess the variance components for seed protein and oil content, fitting a model with fixed 
genotype and location effects but with random replications nested within location, year, and their 
interactions with genotype. Subsequently, Year and Location were consolidated into an 
“Environment” factor, and used to conduct a multivariate analysis in JMP 15.0 to assess 
correlations across environments for seed protein and oil. 
 Monthly weather variables (from May through October, in coincidence with field crop 
season), including minimum and maximum temperatures, dewpoint, precipitation, and growing-
degree-day (base 32°F), as reported by public weather stations closest to our field trials, were 
recorded. Then, stepwise regression and neural network analysis to explore weight of 
environmental variables in the prediction of seed protein and oil content for the panel of 
genotypes were conducted. Stepwise regression was conducted selecting the final model based 
on minimum BIC using JMP 15.0. Neural network analysis consisted of a TanH activation 
function with a learning rate of 0.1, and used 50% of the dataset for training and the other 50% 
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for validation using JMP 15.0. Models using various nodes within the hidden layer structure 
were tested; 3, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, and 35 nodes were all tested respectively. The TanH model 
with 3 nodes in hidden layers was then selected due to its lowest RMSE (root mean square error) 
and greatest Rsquare values for both training and validation sets. 
Population Structure 
TASSEL 5.0 (Bradbury, 2007) was used to calculate missing alleles, remove those with 
frequencies below 0.05, and filter out markers with 10% or more missing data. GAPIT package 
(Lipka, 2016) was used to calculate linkage disequilibrium (LD) based on polymorphic SNPs in 
both euchromatic and heterochromatic regions, as well as kinship of lines within the population. 
Mapping and QTL Identification 
Association between polymorphic markers and protein and oil content was tested by 
single factor ANOVA with F-test (P < 0.05). FarmCPU (Liu, 2016) was used to analyze 
minimum and maximum marker linkage likelihood and to discover and plot significant protein 
and oil QTL. FarmCPU combines the model selection strategy of multi-locus mixed modeling, 
MLMM, with a restricted kinship matrix from SUPER, which stands for Settlement of MLM 
Under Progressively Exclusive Relationship (Wang, 2014). FarmCPU utilizes the General Linear 
Model with optional population structure covariates for a single marker scan. Manhattan plots 
were created, with the significance of QTL confirmed using a Limit of Detection criteria of at 




Protein contents on dry weight basis ranged from 32.95% to 48.47%, while oil contents 
ranged from 13.78% to 26.53% (Figure 1). The traits displayed an approximately normal 
distribution, and we observed a sufficient amount of variation for the traits from which to map 
protein and oil QTL. 
Variance components after ANOVA for seed protein indicated that location (24% of total 
variance) and year-by-location-by-entry interaction (33%) were the largest variance components 
after the residual (39.8%) (Table 1a). Genotype was a significant factor in the model (Table 1b), 
and mean protein content in Stuttgart was the lowest, followed by the North Carolina 
environment, and Fayetteville environments resulted in highest protein content (Table 1c). In the 
case of seed oil, we also observed the residual variance component (31% of total) to be the 
largest (Table 2a), but followed by year effect (30%), and by the year-by-location-by-entry 
interaction (27%). Genotype was also a significant factor in the model (Table 2b), and seeds 
grown in 2016 had greater oil content than those from 2015 (Table 2c). Correlations among 
environments for seed protein indicated that Fayetteville and Stuttgart 2015 environments were 
highly correlated, as well as Stuttgart and North Carolina 2016 environments (r=0.47 and 0.52, 
respectively with p<0.0001). Fayetteville 2016 seed protein had low correlation to any of the 
other environments (Figure 2). Similarly, seed oil correlation was high between Fayetteville and 
Stuttgart 2015 environments, and between Stuttgart and North Carolina 2016 environments 
(r=0.69 and 0.63, respectively with p<0.0001); again, Fayetteville 2016 seed oil had low 
correlation to any of the other environments (Figure 3). Correlation between seed protein and 
seed oil across all growing environments was negative and highly significant (Figure 4). 
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A stepwise analysis of weather variables on seed protein and seed oil was conducted, and 
the models with lowest BIC were selected. We observed that seed protein decreased with 
maximum temperatures in May and with June Dewpoint, while it increased with total 
precipitations in August (Table 3). On the other hand, we observed the model to predict seed oil 
increased with mean average dewpoint through the growing season, but decreased with average 
dewpoint in July (Table 4). 
Results from neural network analysis indicate that a simple model with a TanH structure 
of 3 nodes in the first layer resulted in the lowest root mean square errors than any other 
combination of primary and secondary layers with 3, 5, 10, or 20 nodes with TanH, Linear or 
Gaussian activation (not shown). Results for the prediction of seed protein indicated the model 
had prediction and training r-squares of 0.13 and 0.09, respectively (Table 5a). Also, we 
observed that Average Minimum Temperature in August was the weather variable with largest 
total effect (0.35) and greatest main effect (0.23) (Table 5b). Other variables with total effects 
greater than 0.10 for the prediction of seed protein were Average Maximum Temperature in 
August, Average Temperature in June, Average Minimum Temperature in October, and Average 
Minimum Temperature in May (Table 5b). Neural network analysis of seed oil had slightly 
better r-square values for the training and predicting subgroups (0.15 and 0.16, respectively) 
(Table 6a). We observed that Average Dewpoint in August had the greatest total (0.22) and main 
effect (0.10) predicting seed oil content (Table 6b). Other variables with total effects greater than 
0.10 include Mean Average Temperature, Average Maximum Temperature in August, and 
Average Temperature in October. Finally, when percent oil was included as another factor in the 
stepwise or neural network analysis for the prediction of percent protein, the models improved 
significantly (increased R-square and reduced root mean square error) (Supplementary Table S1) 
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indicating that weather variables played a secondary role in predicting overall protein level. 
Similar results were observed for prediction of percent oil, when percent protein was included as 
another factor in the model (Supplementary Table S2). 
The extent of LD is important to consider when performing GWAS because it assumes a 
lack of familial structure or linkage of genes that exist in studies using bi-parental populations. 
As observed by the lower proportion of red cells in Figure 5, the selection of PIs avoided the LD 
that can be seen within bi-parental mapping populations. The different levels of LD indicated by 
the R2 -value can be explained by the differing recombination rates observed between 
euchromatic and heterochromatic regions of chromosomes. Figure 6 shows association of 
genotyped SNPs chromosomal positions between accessions. Lower values closer to ‘0’ 
represent low D’/r2 or a lack of linkage disequilibrium while values closer to ‘1’ indicate high 
levels of co-inheritance or linkage disequilibrium. Areas of heterochromatin are expected to be 
highly compacted and have an r2 value approaching ‘1’, while euchromatin typically have lower 
r2 values indicating relative linkage equilibrium.  Varying mutation rate, pressure of selection, 
genetic drift, and other factors all contribute to the differences between accessions. 
Across all five growing environments, there were eleven SNP markers that were 
significantly associated (-log P > 3.5) with seed protein content, spanning 10 different linkage 
groups on 9 of the 20 chromosomes (Figure 7A). One region on chromosome 5 contained two 
markers with significant association with 27,522 kbp between them, while a region on 
chromosome 20 also held two significant markers 5,833 kbp apart. The marker most 
significantly associated with protein content (-log P. value was 6.031) was located at the 46.538 
Mbp position on chromosome 20 (Table 7). 
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Across the same five growing environments, significant association with seed oil content 
was seen for ten SNPs on eight linkage groups across eight chromosomes (Figure 7B). Two 
significant markers were located on chromosome 7 and chromosome 8, with 6,875 Kbp and 
29,263 Kbp between them, respectively. The SNP found at the 40.7 Mbp position on 
chromosome 20 was found to be most associated with oil content, with the -log P. value of 8.185 
(Table 8). This same marker was also found to be significant for protein content, although with a 
lower -log P. value of 3.67; this was the only SNP that was found to be significant for both traits 
across all locations. 
Two significant markers were found correlating to seed protein content when the 
association panel was grown in Fayetteville, AR over two years (Figure 8A). The markers were 
located on chromosomes 4 and 16, and had -log P. values of 3.5 and 3.92 respectively (Table 9). 
Similarly, for the same growing environment ten significant markers were associated with seed 
oil content, spanning across 9 different chromosomes (Figure 8b). Two markers were located on 
chromosome 18, only 1,266 kbp apart. The most significant SNP was found at the 46.46 Mbp 
position of chromosome 8 with a -log P. value of 8.02, but several other markers also showed 
relatively high correlation to oil content (Table 10). The SNP at the 37.6 Mbp position of 
chromosome 19 had a -log P. value of 7.48 and the SNP residing at the 15.499 Mbp position of 
chromosome 6 registered at a -log P. value of 6.88 (Table 10). 
When the association panel was grown in Stuttgart, AR over two years, nineteen SNPs 
were significantly associated with seed protein content. Those nineteen markers were located on 
thirteen different chromosomes, with chromosomes 1,6,9,10,13, and 18 each containing two 
significant SNPs (Figure 9A). Markers on chromosome 6 and 10 were both located 949 Kbp and 
6,420 Kbp from each other, respectively. The SNPs at the 40.12 Mbp position of chromosome 13 
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and at the 3.815 Mbp position of chromosome 1 were most significant at -log P. value of 6.52 
and 6.37, respectively (Table 11). Similarly, seven significant markers were observed for seed oil 
content across 6 different chromosomes (Figure 9B). The most significantly associated of which 
was at the 43.22 Mbp position and had a -log P. value of 6.98 (Table 12). Two SNPs on 
chromosome 19 were mapped roughly 2,321 kbp apart. 
When the panel was grown in Raleigh, NC in 2016, eight SNPs were significantly 
associated with seed protein content (Figure 10A). Two significant markers were detected on 
Chromosome 6 at positions 4,245,837 and 50,219,418 bp, respectively. The SNP residing at the 
34.69 Mbp position of chromosome 12 was most significant with a -log P. value of 4.74 (Table 
13). Concomitantly, nine SNPs within eight chromosomes were associated with seed oil (Figure 
10B). Two significant markers were detected on Chromosome 19 at 44,605,399 and 49,921,060 
bp; the second of which was most highly correlated to oil content for this location, with a -log P. 
value of 6.18 (Table 14). Eight SNPs for either seed protein or oil were detected with significant, 
positive effect on one trait without negative effect on the other quality trait (Table 15). 
Discussion 
Environment has been shown to determine at least 70% of the observed phenotypes for 
both seed composition and overall yield (Assefa, 2019). An association panel of 391 soybean 
genotypes was grown in two locations in 2015 (Fayetteville, AR and Stuttgart, AR), and three 
locations in 2016 (Fayetteville, AR, Stuttgart, AR, and Raleigh, NC). Differences in 
environmental conditions such as rainfall, soil fertility, and pest management all could contribute 
to the Environment and Genotype-by-Environment portions of the formula dictating the 
expression of a Phenotype for a trait(s) of interest, in this case seed protein and oil content. Our 
results indicated a significant percent of variation accounted for location effect in the case of 
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seed protein content, and year effect in the case of seed oil content, and for both traits we 
observed a large proportion of variance explained by the genotype by location by year 
interaction, as expected based on Assefa et al. observation (2019). A correlation was run between 
the GRIN Passport protein and oil data used to select lines and the means of the observed data 
from this study. Protein correlated much more highly than oil, at 0.77 compared to 0.27 
respetively (Supplementary figures S1 and S2). 
Fayetteville’s research location plots were silty clay loam, having a pH between 6.05 and 
6.45 across four composite samples representing all plots (Ditzler, 2017). Stuttgart’s soil samples 
were silt loam ranging between pH of 5.04 and 5.48 and Raleigh’s samples were loamy sand, 
measuring between pH of 5.85 and 6.12. Optimal pH for soybean growth is between 6.3 and 6.5, 
but they will generally perform well at levels between 6.0 and 7.0 (Staton, 2012). Raleigh, NC 
soil samples were predominantly sandy with silt. Fayetteville was mostly silt with some sand and 
a touch of clay. Stuttgart samples were high in silt, with all four samples having almost exactly 
4:1silt to clay ratio, which would fall under the silt loam soil texture category (Nathan, 2017). 
Micro- and macronutrients varied from location to location (Supplemental Table S3). 
In addition to variations among research locations in soil type and nutrient content, 
variations were also seen in weather conditions for 2015 and 2016 (Supplemental Figures S3 to 
S6). Weather data was retrieved from the iAIMS Climate Data database, provided by Texas 
A&M University. Fayetteville data was collected at the Fayetteville Research Station in 
Washington County, while Stuttgart data was collected at the Stuttgart 9 E/SE station. 
Measurements for NCSU were collected at the Raleigh-Durham International airport. These 
stations were selected based on available data points and proximity to research locations. 
Temperatures were similar for both Fayetteville, AR and Stuttgart, AR in 2015 with Stuttgart 
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being slightly warmer during growing months. Rainfall was consistent in Fayetteville, peaking 
between May and July while Stuttgart experienced heavy, persistent rain to begin and end the 
growing season. Our neural network analysis identified components of temperature during the 
early reproductive stages (Average Mean Temperature in August) as a key element to predict 
seed protein content, while the stepwise model identified total precipitation in August as a 
variable that increased seed protein. For seed oil, both stepwise and neural network models 
identified as Average Dewpoint in August as the key variable to impact oil content. Finally, we 
observed a significant and negative correlation between seed protein and oil content (r = -0.49, p 
< 0.0001). Our dataset is preliminary, and consists of a small number of weather data points (5 
locs) and an excessive number of genotypes with contrasting protein levels, making it difficult to 
derive definitive conclusions. However, based on the strong negative correlation between traits, 
and the results from all models for both traits, there seems to be a significant impact of August 
weather conditions in the final seed protein and oil concentration of soybean. Previous reports 
indicate that oil levels have been shown to increase with an increase in temperature, all the way 
up to 28℃ (Piper and Boote, 1999). Also, a lack of rainfall throughout the season leads to 
shriveled, inferior seeds while heavy rainfall can have detrimental effects on seed content and 
quality overall (Delouche, 1980). 
The soybean accessions selected for this study include landraces and plant introductions 
(PIs) collected in China, Japan, South Korea and the United States. Accessions were collected by 
the USDA Soybean Germplasm Collection, which was compiled over several decades and offers 
excellent coverage of the genetic variation present within Glycine max. Association studies aim 
to identify genes controlling important agricultural traits that are quantitatively inherited. To 
date, many QTL for seed protein and oil content have been reported across many positions on all 
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20 soybean chromosomes in numerous studies (Soybase, 2016). Given that many QTL reported 
in the past were identified using linkage analysis, there are sometimes substantial distances 
between the causal allele(s) and the significant marker(s); this can lead to a lack of precision 
when attempting to determine the exact location of chromosomal regions of interest. Many 
regions within the G. max genome have been associated with seed protein content in past studies. 
Regions surrounding such previously-reported QTL for protein and oil content provide potential 
candidates for validation via GWAS. 
Eleven SNPs, representing ten genomic regions, aligned with seed protein content across 
all locations in this study. Chromosome 5 contained 2 SNPS, at positions 2,483,681 and 
30,005,876 bp, respectively. The region of the first marker does not contain any known genes 
relating to seed composition but does contain sequences characterized as a Dof (DNA-binding 
One Zinc Finger) transcription factor, which can be involved in many fundamental processes. 
The region surrounding the second marker on chromosome 5 contains a sequence coding for 
protein phosphotase 2C. Protein phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are well known 
regulatory processes for gene expression; deactivation of some genes through phosphorylation 
could divert more energy to protein production. More research on this chromosomal region is 
needed to further basic gene discovery and annotation in order to better characterize these 
potential mechanisms. One SNP at the 18,136,065 bp position on Chromosome 7 was 
significantly associated with protein content. This region contains a characterized gene sequence 
for a DnaJ molecular chaperone as well as a sequence for a protein of unknown function. 
Molecular chaperones are a large family of proteins that typically prevent aggregation between 
proteins during synthesis or stress (Banecki, 1996). The 13,394,455 bp position of Chromosome 
8 was associated with seed protein content as well, but the only annotated gene sequence within 
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100,000 bp of the SNP is a Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-containing protein. TPRs have been 
identified in a wide variety of proteins and have been shown to mediate protein-protein 
interactions, although nothing unique or specific to seed composition (Blatch and Lassle, 1999). 
Chromosome 9 had one marker significantly associated with protein as well, at the 6,045,623 bp 
position, which corresponds to a WD40 repeat family protein. WD40 repeats are short structural 
motifs found in eukaryotes and implicated in a variety of functions (Neer, 1994). This marker 
was found to be significant for protein content at the Stuttgart, AR location as well, suggesting 
that such an effect could be environmentally specific. One marker on chromosome 10 at the 
2,445,007 bp position to be linked to protein content was shown; this location has several 
characterized genes, including a protease inhibitor and a seed maturation protein. The protease 
inhibitor showed no expression in seed tissues, but the seed maturation protein was highly 
expressed within seeds, as well as shoot and root tips (Soybase, 2016). Chromosome 15 had one 
significant SNP at the 11,402,455 bp position, which is between two Zinc finger fyve domain-
containing proteins that may contribute to triacylglycerol degradation (Soybase, 2016). One 
significant marker was found on chromosome 16 corresponding to seed protein; the region 
contains a RING (Really Interesting New Gene) Zinc finger-containing protein that shows some 
expression in seed tissue. Chromosome 18 also contained one significant SNP at the 56,613,048 
bp position. A histone acetyltransferase is located there with an aldo/keto reductase gene and a 
sulfate transporter residing within several thousand base pairs. However, none of these sequences 
have reported expression within seed tissues. Two markers were found on chromosome 20 at the 
40,704,783 and 46,538,606 bp positions correlating with seed protein content. The first SNP, at 
40,704,783 bp, was correlated to both seed protein and seed oil content across all locations. A 
peroxidase and a cell division protein kinase both reside nearby as well as a domain of unknown 
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function which is co-expressed with flower-specific genes; only the cell division protein kinase 
showed any expression in seed tissues. While there are several sequences characterized in that 
region on Soybase, none are particularly relevant to seed composition or close to the marker. 
Additional research into this region could identify genes of interest for these traits. The second 
marker, at position 46,538,606, resides near a Myogenic factor, which belongs to a DNA-binding 
superfamily responsible for protein dimerization activity. Expression of this sequence is high in 
seed tissue, so the impact of this transcription factor on seed protein should be explored further 
in future research. 
Ten SNPs, representing eight genomic regions, aligned with seed oil content across all 
locations in this study. Chromosome 5 contained one SNP linked to the trait at the 36,904,029 bp 
position where several characterized sequences reside. The marker is within an Aspartate-
prephenate aminotransferase/Prephenate transaminase gene. This gene would be essential for 
certain amino acid biosynthesis pathways and has shown some expression within seed tissue. 
Within 10 kb of that location is a Glucosyl/Glucuronosyl transferase gene which could also 
factor into conglycinin production thus affecting seed oil content adversely. A DNA Polymerase 
subunit is also located nearby, but no expression is reported within seed tissues. Chromosome 7 
contained two correlating markers, at positions 155,936 and 7,031,068 bp, respectively. The first 
position aligns with an inorganic H+ pyrophosphatase sequence showing high levels of 
expression within seed tissues. The second position directly corresponds to a COP9 signalosome 
subunit, but it shows relatively low expression in seed tissues. A Methyltransferase and FAS-
associated protein are also in the vicinity, although neither shows significant expression within 
seed tissue. Two SNPs were located on chromosome 8 as well, at the 17,530,147 and 46,793,748 
bp positions, respectively. The first region aligns with a gene of unknown function that shows no 
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expression within seeds. The second region corresponds to a Leucine-rich receptor-like protein 
kinase; however, this sequence also shows zero expression in seed tissues. Chromosome 13 had 
one marker associated with seed oil content, at the 19,415,514 bp position. No characterized 
gene sequences are shown within roughly 10 kbp, although there is a Phosphatidylinositol-4-
phosphate-5-kinase sequence with high expression in seed tissues and an RNA recognition motif 
showing expression in seeds within roughly 100 kbp. One marker was associated with seed oil 
on chromosome 15 at the 47,398,185 bp position. This area has two characterized sequences 
nearby; an acetyl-CoA carboxylase carboxyl transferase subunit and a photosystem II reaction 
center protein. Both of these genes are several kilobases downstream from the SNP and do not 
show significant expression in seed tissues. Chromosome 18 also had one significant SNP at the 
46,858,485 bp position. Within this region, there are several sequences coding for proteins of 
unknown function, although none were expressed within seed tissues. One marker was found on 
chromosome 19 at the 180,451 bp position. The marker is located directly within a sequence 
coding for a Glucuronokinase, which shows high expression within seed tissues. A protein 
kinase domain and an uncharacterized sequence both reside nearby although neither is expressed 
within seed tissues. Chromosome 20 had one significant SNP as well, at the 40,704,783 bp 
position. This marker was the only position that showed significance for both protein and oil 
seed content across all locations. A Peroxidase and cell division protein kinase both reside 
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1. ANOVA for soybean seed protein in dry matter for 391 soybean genotypes (fixed 
effects) grown over a combination of three locations and two years with one or two replications 
nested within each environment (random factors). 1a Variance component estimators for random 
factors. 1b. test of fixed effect. 1c. least square means estimates for seed protein content in dry 














Replication[Location] 0.010 0.015 0.017 0.3675 0.38 
Location 0.605 0.963 1.022 0.3458 24.07 
Year -0.010 -0.016 0.076 0.8351 0.00 
Location*Year 0.054 0.086 0.127 0.4995 2.15 
Location*Year*Entry 0.844 1.345 0.123 <0.0001 33.61 
Residual  1.593 0.080  39.80 
Total  4.002 1.036  100.00 
 
1b. 
Source Nparm DF DFDen F Ratio Prob > F 
Entry 406 406 992.7 3.0681 <0.0001 
 
1c. 
Environment Mean Protein Std Error 
FAY,2015 42.41 0.15 
FAY,2016 42.33 0.12 
NCSU,2016 41.72 0.11 
STU,2015 40.19 0.15 
STU,2016 40.68 0.11 
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Table 2. ANOVA for soybean seed oil in dry matter for 391 soybean genotypes (fixed effects) 
grown over a combination of three locations and two years with one or two replications nested 
within each environment (random factors). 2a. Variance component estimators for random 
factors. 2b. test of fixed effect. 2c. least square means estimates for seed oil content in dry matter 














Replication[Location] 0.088 0.068 0.058 0.2436 2.76 
Location 0.144 0.110 0.222 0.6192 4.50 
Year 0.959 0.737 1.128 0.5137 30.04 
Location*Year 0.151 0.116 0.152 0.4447 4.74 













Source Nparm DF DFDen F Ratio Prob > F 
Entry 406 406 1001 3.8502 <0.0001 
 
2c. 
Environment Mean Protein Std Error 
FAY,2015 20.08 0.20 
FAY,2016 21.01 0.18 
NCSU,2016 21.32 0.18 
STU,2015 20.41 0.20 




Table 3. Stepwise analysis of variance of 36 weather variables collected at five growing 
environments and their impact in predicting soybean seed protein content of a panel of 391 




Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 3 1430 476.777 113.4024 
Error 2450 10301 4.204 Prob > F 
C. Total 2453 11731  <0.0001 
 
3b. 
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept 73.719 2.063 35.740 <0.0001 
Avg Max Temp_May -0.367 0.022 -16.720 <0.0001 
Avg Depoint_Jun -0.067 0.021 -3.200 0.0014 
Total Precip_Aug 0.116 0.020 5.83 <0.0001 
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Table 4. Stepwise analysis of variance of 36 weather variables collected at five growing 
environments and their impact in predicting soybean seed oil content of a panel of 391 




Source DF Sum of Squares Mean Square F Ratio 
Model 2 1043 521.258 225.4043 
Error 2451 5668 2.313 Prob > F 
C. Total 2453 6711  <0.0001 
 
4b. 
Term Estimate Std Error t Ratio Prob>|t| 
Intercept -3.486 3.671 -0.950 0.3424 
Avg Depoint_Jul -0.190 0.056 -3.400 0.0007 




Table 5. Neural Network Analysis model with NTanH(3). Summary of training and validation 
model (5a) and variable importance assuming independent inputs (5b) for the prediction of 
response seed protein content of a group of 391 soybean accessions, based on weather variables 
collected on five growing environments.  
 
5a. 
 Training Validation 
RSquare 0.128 0.099 
RMSE 2.018 2.120 
Mean Abs Dev 1.582 1.682 
-LogLikelihood 3470.253 1775.480 
SSE 6664.138 3677.587 
Sum Freq 1636 818 
 
5b. 
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Min Temp_Aug 0.231 0.351 
Avg Max Temp_Aug 0.057 0.14 
Avg Temp_Jun 0.049 0.113 
Avg Min Temp_Oct 0.04 0.113 
Avg Min Temp_May 0.027 0.107 
Avg Max Temp_Oct 0.039 0.092 
Total Precip_Sep 0.041 0.085 
Avg Max Temp_Sept 0.036 0.078 
Avg Max Temp_May 0.028 0.078 
Avg Temp_May 0.028 0.067 
GGD (base 32) 0.025 0.065 
Avg Temp_Aug 0.033 0.06 
Avg Max Temp_Jul 0.025 0.048 
Avg Depoint_Jun 0.022 0.046 
Mean Max Temp 0.017 0.04 
Mean Avg Depoint 0.01 0.036 
Avg Depoint_Oct 0.015 0.03 
Mean Avg Temp 0.013 0.025 
Avg Min Temp_Jun 0.008 0.023 
Avg Temp_Oct 0.01 0.021 
Total Precip_Jun 0.01 0.021 
Total Precip_Jul 0.01 0.019 
Avg Max Temp_Jun 0.008 0.019 
Sum Total Precip 0.007 0.017 
Avg Temp_Sep 0.009 0.017 
Avg Depoint_Aug 0.005 0.012 
Total Precip_Oct 0.005 0.012 
Avg Min Temp_Jul 0.004 0.01 
Avg Depoint_Sep 0.004 0.008 
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Table 5b. Cont.   
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Depoint_May 0.003 0.006 
Avg Depoint_Jul 0.003 0.006 
Avg Min Temp_Sep 0.003 0.005 
Total Precip_May 0.002 0.005 
Mean Avg Min 0.002 0.004 
Total Precip_Aug 0.001 0.001 
Avg Temp_Jul 0.0004 0.001 
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Table 6. Neural Network Analysis model with NTanH(3). Summary of training and validation 
model (6a) and variable importance assuming independent inputs (6b) for the prediction of 
response seed oil content of a group of 391 soybean accessions, based on weather variables 
collected on five growing environments.  
 
6a. 
 Training Validation 
RSquare 0.151 0.156 
RMSE 1.497 1.570 
Mean Abs Dev 1.196 1.252 
-LogLikelihood 2981.138 1529.925 
SSE 3664.896 2017.536 
Sum Freq 1636 818 
 
6b. 
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Depoint_Aug 0.104 0.215 
Mean Avg Temp 0.071 0.146 
Avg Max Temp_Aug 0.049 0.125 
Avg Temp_Oct 0.076 0.119 
Total Precip_Jun 0.045 0.089 
Avg Min Temp_Oct 0.052 0.089 
Avg Depoint_Sep 0.034 0.083 
Avg Min Temp_May 0.017 0.082 
GGD (base 32) 0.026 0.080 
Sum Total Precip 0.019 0.058 
Total Precip_May 0.020 0.050 
Total Precip_Oct 0.022 0.046 
Avg Max Temp_May 0.020 0.044 
Total Precip_Jul 0.021 0.040 
Avg Max Temp_Sept 0.016 0.040 
Avg Depoint_Jun 0.018 0.040 
Avg Max Temp_Jul 0.016 0.033 
Mean Avg Min 0.018 0.033 
Avg Depoint_Oct 0.012 0.027 
Mean Max Temp 0.013 0.027 
Avg Temp_May 0.009 0.026 
Avg Temp_Jun 0.013 0.025 
Avg Depoint_May 0.010 0.025 
Total Precip_Aug 0.012 0.023 
Avg Temp_Sep 0.011 0.023 
Avg Max Temp_Jun 0.009 0.022 
Mean Avg Depoint 0.008 0.021 
Avg Min Temp_Sep 0.009 0.020 
Avg Depoint_Jul 0.009 0.018 
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Table 6. Cont.   
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Temp_Jul 0.008 0.017 
Total Precip_Sep 0.006 0.017 
Avg Max Temp_Oct 0.008 0.016 
Avg Temp_Aug 0.006 0.016 
Avg Min Temp_Jun 0.004 0.007 
Avg Min Temp_Aug 0.003 0.007 
Avg Min Temp_Jul 0.003 0.006 
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Table 7. SNP associated to seed protein content across five growing environments on a panel of 
391 soybean genotypes. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5.  
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm05_2483681 5 2483681 8.76E-05 0.3083 4.0575 
Gm05_30005876 5 3E+07 3.38E-05 0.2888 4.4712 
Gm07_18136065 7 1.8E+07 2.87E-06 -0.2965 5.5424 
Gm08_13394455 8 1.3E+07 0.000212 -0.2268 3.6728 
Gm09_6045623 9 6045623 2.59E-05 0.2323 4.5860 
Gm10_2445007 10 2445007 9.28E-06 0.2318 5.0322 
Gm15_11402455 15 1.1E+07 0.000227 -0.2325 3.5650 
Gm16_37157790 16 3.7E+07 0.000233 -0.2155 3.6331 
Gm18_56613048 18 5.7E+07 1.84E-05 0.1972 4.7360 
Gm20_40704783 20 4.1E+07 0.000211 0.1911 3.6748 
Gm20_46538606 20 4.7E+07 9.31E-07 -0.3276 6.0311 
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Table 8. SNP associated to seed oil content across five growing environments on a panel of 391 
soybean genotypes. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5.  
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm05_36904029 5 36904029 0.00029628 -0.2580 3.528 
Gm07_155936 7 155936 0.00004340 0.1726 4.362 
Gm07_7031068 7 7031068 0.00002040 0.3646 4.690 
Gm08_17530147 8 17530147 0.00011353 0.1789 3.945 
Gm08_46793748 8 46793748 0.00003210 -0.4191 4.494 
Gm13_19415514 13 19415514 0.00016446 0.2904 3.784 
Gm15_47398185 15 47398185 0.00002650 0.2202 4.577 
Gm18_46858485 18 46858485 0.00026878 0.1362 3.571 
Gm19_180451 19 180451 0.00023693 0.2215 3.625 
Gm20_40704783 20 40704783 6.54E-09 -0.3141 8.185 
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Table 9. SNP associated to seed protein content for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in 
Fayetteville, AR over two years. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm16_4337747 16 4337747 0.00012013 -0.4617 3.9204 
Gm04_9250066 4 9250066 0.00031543 -0.4336 3.5011 
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Table 10. SNP associated to seed oil for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in Fayetteville, 
AR over two years. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm08_46455788 8 46455788 9.44E-09 0.3351 8.0250 
Gm19_37602873 19 37602873 3.31E-08 0.3527 7.4801 
Gm06_15499099 6 15499099 1.31E-07 -0.4368 6.8831 
Gm13_14596163 13 14596163 3.74E-07 -0.2898 6.4269 
Gm10_1581876 10 1581876 4.95E-07 0.2355 6.3052 
Gm15_3937899 15 3937899 0.00000972 0.3124 5.0125 
Gm01_281645 1 281645 0.0000107 0.2396 4.9722 
Gm18_53091183 18 53091183 0.0000128 0.4405 4.8928 
Gm14_4144979 14 4144979 0.00010485 -0.3097 3.9794 




Table 11. SNP associated to seed protein content for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in 
Stuttgart, AR over two years. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position P.value Effect LOD 
Gm13_40119814 13 40119814 0.0000003 0.519 6.5227 
Gm01_3815743 1 3815743 4.22E-07 0.3718 6.3745 
Gm11_11461552 11 11461552 0.00000237 0.3388 5.6261 
Gm04_44120183 4 44120183 0.00000292 -0.2747 5.5349 
Gm06_10712690 6 10712690 0.00000497 -0.3371 5.3034 
Gm02_45743148 2 45743148 0.00001 -0.2468 4.9989 
Gm12_34681038 12 34681038 0.0000111 0.2955 4.9536 
Gm07_37867888 7 37867888 0.0000172 -0.3206 4.7634 
Gm10_44667217 10 44667217 0.0000206 0.3405 4.6855 
Gm18_55891957 18 55891957 0.0000234 0.3965 4.6309 
Gm09_6045623 9 6045623 0.0000274 0.2665 4.5628 
Gm01_41020729 1 41020729 0.0000353 0.39 4.4517 
Gm10_51087914 10 51087914 0.0000542 -0.2495 4.2661 
Gm05_3440705 5 3440705 0.00011944 0.2211 3.9229 
Gm13_24996808 13 24996808 0.0001435 0.2439 3.8431 
Gm08_17530147 8 17530147 0.00015687 -0.2271 3.8045 
Gm18_19836253 18 19836253 0.00017295 -0.3598 3.7621 
Gm09_39726799 9 39726799 0.00019811 -0.4875 3.7031 
Gm06_11662107 6 11662107 0.00025589 0.2343 3.5919 
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Table 12. SNP associated to seed oil content for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in 
Stuttgart, AR over two years. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm19_43216860 19 43216860 1.06E-07 0.3517 6.9753 
Gm15_5457236 15 5457236 0.0000226 -0.3132 4.6457 
Gm17_3120725 17 3120725 0.000023 -0.4248 4.6386 
Gm01_48419228 1 48419228 0.0000286 0.3402 4.5432 
Gm14_10091235 14 10091235 0.000046 0.3658 4.3375 
Gm03_41805260 3 41805260 0.0000545 -0.5554 4.2632 
Gm19_45538807 19 45538807 0.00013823 0.3846 3.8594 
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Table 13. SNP associated to seed protein content for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in 
Raleigh, NC over one year. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position(bp) p-value Effect LOD 
Gm12_34690322 12 34690322 0.00001830 -0.3514 4.7368 
Gm13_24994149 13 24994149 0.00011715 -0.2943 3.9312 
Gm09_40187585 9 40187585 0.00012236 0.4016 3.9124 
Gm06_50219418 6 50219418 0.00014250 -0.3426 3.8462 
Gm06_4245837 6 4245837 0.00015537 0.2718 3.8086 
Gm07_18136065 7 18136065 0.00019716 -0.3441 3.7052 
Gm14_2057323 14 2057323 0.00021040 0.3327 3.6769 




Table 14. SNP associated to seed oil content for a panel of 391 soybean genotypes grown in 
Raleigh, NC over one year. LOD significance cutoff was set to 3.5. 
SNP Chromosome Position p-value Effect LOD 
Gm19_49921060 19 49921060 6.62E-07 -0.3427 6.1794 
Gm20_40704783 20 40704783 0.0000022 -0.3357 5.6579 
Gm13_14709947 13 14709947 0.00000572 -0.3075 5.2424 
Gm18_46684006 18 46684006 0.00000838 -0.4654 5.0768 
Gm12_34753977 12 34753977 0.0000384 -0.3322 4.4153 
Gm16_29203797 16 29203797 0.00021264 0.3351 3.6724 
Gm01_56419080 1 56419080 0.00024681 0.3471 3.6076 
Gm19_44605399 19 44605399 0.00025247 -0.3747 3.5978 
Gm11_32865931 11 32865931 0.0002543 -0.3707 3.5947 
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Table 15: SNP associated with either seed protein or seed oil with LOD over 3.5 that convey 
significant, positive effect for one quality trait without negative effect on the other.  
Trait SNP Chromosome Position P.value Effect LG LOD 
Seed 
Protein 
Gm05_30005876 5 30005876 3.38E-05 0.2888 A1 4.4712 
Seed 
Protein 
Gm05_2483681 5 2483681 8.76E-05 0.3083 A1 4.0575 
Seed 
Protein 
Gm09_6045623 9 6045623 2.59E-05 0.2323 K 4.586 
Seed 
Protein 
Gm10_2445007 10 2445007 9.28E-06 0.2318 O 5.0322 
Seed Oil Gm07_7031068 7 7031068 2.04E-05 0.3646 M 4.69 
Seed Oil Gm13_19415514 13 19415514 0.000164 0.2904 F 3.784 
Seed Oil Gm15_47398185 15 47398185 2.65E-05 0.2202 E 4.577 




Figure 1. Distribution of seed protein and oil concentrations on dry matter. Seed protein (A) and 
seed oil (B) concentrations of 391 GRIN accessions determined from seed harvested from three 




Figure 2. Scatterplot matrix, data distribution, and correlation coefficients between five 
environments for seed protein content. Circle size is proportional to significance of probability 






Figure 3. Scatterplot matrix, data distribution, and correlation coefficients between five 
environments for seed oil content. Circle size is proportional to significance of probability for 






Figure 4. Scatterplot matrix, data distribution, and correlation coefficients between seed protein 
and oil across five growing environments. Circle size is proportional to significance of 
probability for correlation coefficient (p<0.0001), and colored coded based on correlation 




Figure 5.  D’-based linkage disequilibrium map showing kinship for 391 selected soybean 




Figure 6. Linkage Disequilibrium plot for 391 selected soybean accessions as calculated in 





Figure 7. Manhattan plots depicting chromosomal locations of SNPs associated with average 
protein and oil content in 391 soybean accessions analyzed across all five planted environments. 





Figure 8. Manhattan plots depicting chromosomal locations of SNPs associated with average 
protein and oil content in 391 soybean accessions grown in Fayetteville, AR over two years. 





Figure 9. Manhattan plots depicting chromosomal locations of SNPs associated with average 
protein and oil content in 391 soybean accessions grown in Stuttgart, AR over two years. SNPs 





Figure 10. Manhattan plots depicting chromosomal locations of SNPs associated with average 
protein and oil content in 391 soybean accessions grown in Raleigh, NC during one year. SNPs 











The population of 391 PIs used in this GWAS showed a large range of concentrations for 
seed protein and oil, which provided the variation necessary to map significant SNPs. Many of 
these significant markers are specific to certain environmental conditions or subpopulations 
within the species, but integration of the associated QTLs into elite, commercial backgrounds has 
the potential to optimize quantitative traits relating to seed nutrient profiles. By utilizing said 
markers to increase throughput, breeders can aim to increase overall yield and nutritional value 
without the negative correlations between protein and oil typically seen. 
This study detected one SNP which showed association with both protein and oil content 
across all locations while also detecting many environment-specific SNPs. Validation of these 
results and further analysis of the genomic region surrounding this SNP could inform breeders 
and researchers of the potential functional genes within the region.  Additional research into this 
diverse population and other PIs is highly necessary as they are likely reservoirs for genetic 
material that has been lost from the commercial, high yielding lines. It will also be necessary to 
screen lines for more seasons in more geographical locations to ensure that environmental-
specific QTL are also discovered and that across-location QTLs are stable and applicable. With 
an increasing population to feed, productivity and efficiency are paramount; increasing 
nutritional value while maintaining or improving yield may prove crucial in supplying producers 

















Supplementary Table S1. Neural Network Analysis model with NTanH(3). Summary of 
training and validation model (S1a) and variable importance assuming independent inputs (S1b) 
for the prediction of response seed protein content of a group of 391 soybean accessions, based 
on seed oil content for each genotype, and weather variables collected on five growing 
environments.  
S1a. 
 Training Validation 
RSquare 0.367 0.334 
RMSE 1.741 1.783 
Mean Abs Dev 1.378 1.417 
-LogLikelihood 2421.128 2450.658 
SSE 3717.735 3901.058 
Sum Freq 1227 1227 
 
S1b. 
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Oil_13% 0.160 0.238 
GGD (base 32) 0.091 0.134 
Avg Min Temp_May 0.083 0.129 
Avg Temp_Oct 0.085 0.125 
Avg Temp_Aug 0.043 0.102 
Avg Max Temp_Aug 0.058 0.085 
Avg Min Temp_Aug 0.047 0.078 
Mean Max Temp 0.034 0.072 
Avg Depoint_Sep 0.043 0.065 
Total Precip_Sep 0.031 0.056 
Avg Max Temp_Jun 0.030 0.048 
Avg Depoint_Jul 0.018 0.047 
Avg Min Temp_Oct 0.021 0.046 
Avg Max Temp_May 0.025 0.044 
Avg Depoint_May 0.017 0.038 
Total Precip_Jun 0.018 0.037 
Mean Avg Depoint 0.016 0.036 
Mean Avg Min 0.017 0.029 
Sum Total Precip 0.016 0.027 
Total Precip_Jul 0.014 0.026 
Avg Min Temp_Sep 0.014 0.026 
Avg Temp_Sep 0.013 0.026 
Avg Max Temp_Jul 0.012 0.024 
Avg Min Temp_Jun 0.013 0.022 
Total Precip_May 0.011 0.022 
Avg Depoint_Jun 0.010 0.018 
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S1b. Cont.   
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Depoint_Oct 0.009 0.017 
Avg Max Temp_Sept 0.008 0.015 
Mean Avg Temp 0.008 0.015 
Avg Depoint_Aug 0.006 0.014 
Total Precip_Aug 0.006 0.012 
Avg Temp_May 0.006 0.011 
Avg Temp_Jun 0.005 0.009 
Avg Temp_Jul 0.004 0.008 
Avg Max Temp_Oct 0.004 0.007 
Total Precip_Oct 0.003 0.005 





Supplementary Table S2. Neural Network Analysis model with NTanH(3). Summary of 
training and validation model (S2a) and variable importance assuming independent inputs (S2b) 
for the prediction of response seed oil content of a group of 391 soybean accessions, based on 
seed protein content for each genotype, and weather variables collected on five growing 
environments.  
S2a. 
 Training Validation 
RSquare 0.377 0.389 
RMSE 1.305 1.291 
Mean Abs Dev 1.037 1.027 
-LogLikelihood 2067.812 2054.787 
SSE 2090.102 2046.194 
Sum Freq 1227 1227 
 
S2b. 
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Protein_13% 0.165 0.240 
Mean Avg Depoint 0.107 0.169 
Avg Max Temp_Jul 0.061 0.097 
Total Precip_Jun 0.055 0.093 
Avg Max Temp_Jun 0.048 0.088 
Total Precip_May 0.040 0.074 
Mean Avg Min 0.037 0.064 
Avg Min Temp_Oct 0.038 0.064 
Avg Depoint_Oct 0.036 0.063 
Avg Temp_Oct 0.030 0.056 
Avg Min Temp_May 0.029 0.049 
Total Precip_Sep 0.020 0.039 
Mean Max Temp 0.018 0.038 
Avg Max Temp_Aug 0.016 0.037 
Avg Temp_May 0.012 0.030 
Avg Depoint_Aug 0.015 0.028 
Avg Temp_Aug 0.012 0.028 
Mean Avg Temp 0.011 0.028 
Avg Depoint_May 0.010 0.027 
Avg Max Temp_May 0.013 0.026 
Sum Total Precip 0.012 0.026 
Avg Max Temp_Sept 0.012 0.024 
Total Precip_Jul 0.009 0.020 
Total Precip_Oct 0.007 0.019 
Avg Min Temp_Jun 0.008 0.016 
Total Precip_Aug 0.007 0.015 
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S2b. Cont.   
Weather Variable Main Effect Total Effect 
Avg Depoint_Sep 0.006 0.014 
Avg Depoint_Jul 0.004 0.011 
Avg Min Temp_Jul 0.005 0.011 
Avg Temp_Sep 0.005 0.011 
Avg Min Temp_Aug 0.005 0.009 
Avg Depoint_Jun 0.003 0.008 
Avg Min Temp_Sep 0.004 0.007 
Avg Temp_Jul 0.003 0.006 
Avg Max Temp_Oct 0.002 0.004 
Avg Temp_Jun 0.001 0.002 





















































































































Supplementary Table S4: Neural Network Prediction formula for Seed Protein using NNA.  
mp_1 = New Namespace("Neural - Protein_13%"); 
mp_1:predict = Function({Name("Avg Depoint_Aug"), Name("Avg Depoint_Jul"), Name("Avg 
Depoint_Jun"), Name("Avg Depoint_May"), Name("Avg Depoint_Oct"), Name("Avg Depoint_Sep"), 
Name("Avg Max Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg 
Max Temp_May"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Sept"), Name("Avg Min 
Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg Min Temp_May"), 
Name("Avg Min Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Sep"), Name("Avg Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg 
Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg Temp_May"), Name("Avg Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg 
Temp_Sep"), Name("GGD (base 32)"), Name("Mean Avg Depoint"), Name("Mean Avg Min"), 
Name("Mean Avg Temp"), Name("Mean Max Temp"), Name("Sum Total Precip"), Name("Total 
Precip_Aug"), Name("Total Precip_Jul"), Name("Total Precip_Jun"), Name("Total Precip_May"), 
Name("Total Precip_Oct"), Name("Total Precip_Sep")}, 
  {Default Local}, 
  Name("H1_1") = TanH( 
 49.8253406452789 + -0.0701422660741318 * Avg Depoint_Aug + 0.683203245883631 * 
 Avg Depoint_Jul + 0.176343085615282 * Avg Depoint_Jun + -0.433786282245681 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + 0.118382719424698 * Avg Depoint_Oct + 0.181231048038055 * 
 Avg Depoint_Sep + 0.198654407033195 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + -0.184721692028372 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Jul + -0.536786807762802 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + -0.241275920235663 * 
 Avg Max Temp_May + 0.134687275816328 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + 0.0860064704175647 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Sept + 0.0917751381882368 * Avg Min Temp_Aug + -0.287990349589021 
  * Avg Min Temp_Jul + -0.41990975978103 * Avg Min Temp_Jun + -0.174651855221251 
  * Avg Min Temp_May + -0.0589847439604239 * Avg Min Temp_Oct + 
 -0.179182433300773 * Avg Min Temp_Sep + 0.396514638807436 * Avg Temp_Aug + 
 -0.203400062109652 * Avg Temp_Jul + -0.000528226284552372 * Avg Temp_Jun + 
 -0.0187791021887996 * Avg Temp_May + 0.0138442529720169 * Avg Temp_Oct 
 +0.0763905372838895 * Avg Temp_Sep + 0.0222615503956916 * 
 Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) + -0.149872831976648 * Mean Avg Depoint + 
 -0.162164676611593 * Mean Avg Min + 0.13420223396845 * Mean Avg Temp + 
 -0.0132329288728982 * Mean Max Temp + 0.0508420078111906 * Sum Total Precip 
 +0.241649266432293 * Total Precip_Aug + 0.267899632440861 * Total Precip_Jul 
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 + -0.0529310277567906 * Total Precip_Jun + -0.0763337752671728 * 
 Total Precip_May + -0.26419672804225 * Total Precip_Oct + -0.0566962858384187 * 
 Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("H1_2") = TanH( 
 (-142.24981275487) + 0.0238163865233124 * Avg Depoint_Aug + 1.55703950339438 * 
 Avg Depoint_Jul + 0.342150397066127 * Avg Depoint_Jun + -0.639370400851703 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + 0.151139632331835 * Avg Depoint_Oct + -0.248141915261541 * 
 Avg Depoint_Sep + 0.0258793966991645 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + 0.121957754768607 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Jul + 0.053925119467303 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + 0.340347334299374 * 
 Avg Max Temp_May + 0.139172634868007 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + -0.154021218917749 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Sept + 0.119488152496438 * Avg Min Temp_Aug + -0.375459032258372 * 
 Avg Min Temp_Jul + -0.0549488295673604 * Avg Min Temp_Jun + -0.0691843658340652 
  * Avg Min Temp_May + -0.445344902365806 * Avg Min Temp_Oct + 0.0378766799649785 
  * Avg Min Temp_Sep + 0.011045743132826 * Avg Temp_Aug + -0.25210932858878 * 
 Avg Temp_Jul + 0.131083340649017 * Avg Temp_Jun + -0.370026733821478 * 
 Avg Temp_May + 0.361829837967259 * Avg Temp_Oct + 0.167981424822696 * 
 Avg Temp_Sep + -0.0661158335041572 * Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) + 0.530961130750553 
  * Mean Avg Depoint + 0.0729044814058579 * Mean Avg Min + 0.188465733431507 * 
 Mean Avg Temp + 0.192485058339042 * Mean Max Temp + 0.0929607756458925 * 
 Sum Total Precip + 0.115296465740038 * Total Precip_Aug + -0.154304144945964 * 
 Total Precip_Jul + 0.218321836192886 * Total Precip_Jun + -0.186436127400625 * 
 Total Precip_May + 0.155084567563569 * Total Precip_Oct + -0.164818646922251 * 
 Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("H1_3") = TanH( 
 38.0761799715408 + 0.329479564747057 * Avg Depoint_Aug + 0.382963658811314 * 
 Avg Depoint_Jul + -0.0190582307064874 * Avg Depoint_Jun + -0.393426834391467 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + -0.154084302052781 * Avg Depoint_Oct + -0.245058031248126 * 
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 Avg Depoint_Sep + 0.0324318218542764 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + 0.00756121765698745 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Jul + -0.30179513554123 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + 0.137703445384475 * 
 Avg Max Temp_May + -0.0963490628740552 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + -0.378736074055734 
  * Avg Max Temp_Sept + -0.0878573392061639 * Avg Min Temp_Aug 
 +0.303302695300509 * Avg Min Temp_Jul + -0.148823511601285 * Avg Min Temp_Jun 
 +0.180105356150776 * Avg Min Temp_May + 0.17150209887113 * Avg Min Temp_Oct 
 + -0.060188196971624 * Avg Min Temp_Sep + 0.268185224563903 * Avg Temp_Aug 
 +0.0876078591882445 * Avg Temp_Jul + -0.121828190384863 * Avg Temp_Jun + 
 -0.266474785417564 * Avg Temp_May + -0.178946909940833 * Avg Temp_Oct + 
 -0.23624698688233 * Avg Temp_Sep + 0.0471171712201495 * Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) 
  + 0.0702749122745756 * Mean Avg Depoint + 0.111201181794144 * Mean Avg Min 
 +0.14643953884051 * Mean Avg Temp + -0.136656181283338 * Mean Max Temp 
 +0.0388393789322053 * Sum Total Precip + -0.0968451235837678 * Total Precip_Aug 
  + -0.878361438644109 * Total Precip_Jul + -0.0383021499312078 * 
 Total Precip_Jun + -0.0409532647870095 * Total Precip_May + 0.0830465599751644 
  * Total Precip_Oct + -0.276629725156151 * Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("Predicted Protein_13%") = 41.110692753216 + 1.48014497912553 * H1_1 + 
0.320593380305663 * H1_2 + 




Supplementary Table S5: Neural Network Prediction formula for Seed Oil using NNA.  
mp_1 = New Namespace("Neural - Oil_13%"); 
mp_1:predict = Function({Name("Avg Depoint_Aug"), Name("Avg Depoint_Jul"), Name("Avg 
Depoint_Jun"), Name("Avg Depoint_May"), Name("Avg Depoint_Oct"), Name("Avg Depoint_Sep"), 
Name("Avg Max Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg 
Max Temp_May"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg Max Temp_Sept"), Name("Avg Min 
Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg Min Temp_May"), 
Name("Avg Min Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg Min Temp_Sep"), Name("Avg Temp_Aug"), Name("Avg 
Temp_Jul"), Name("Avg Temp_Jun"), Name("Avg Temp_May"), Name("Avg Temp_Oct"), Name("Avg 
Temp_Sep"), Name("GGD (base 32)"), Name("Mean Avg Depoint"), Name("Mean Avg Min"), 
Name("Mean Avg Temp"), Name("Mean Max Temp"), Name("Sum Total Precip"), Name("Total 
Precip_Aug"), Name("Total Precip_Jul"), Name("Total Precip_Jun"), Name("Total Precip_May"), 
Name("Total Precip_Oct"), Name("Total Precip_Sep")}, 
  {Default Local}, 
  Name("H1_1") = TanH( 
 58.1791306263963 + 0.0731481730884215 * Avg Depoint_Aug + -0.0440308115392434 * 
 Avg Depoint_Jul + 0.150463977726923 * Avg Depoint_Jun + 0.570252665246047 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + 0.119898245568153 * Avg Depoint_Oct + -0.42289610583985 * 
 Avg Depoint_Sep + -0.10142807974795 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + 0.0443929644108128 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Jul + 0.0581007435736948 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + -0.0181793021476611 
  * Avg Max Temp_May + -0.235083395538686 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + -0.163473811400753 
  * Avg Max Temp_Sept + 0.048350957259286 * Avg Min Temp_Aug + 0.254193182415703 
  * Avg Min Temp_Jul + 0.109340811904628 * Avg Min Temp_Jun + 0.0453556380166533 
  * Avg Min Temp_May + -0.234154422728338 * Avg Min Temp_Oct + 0.275318335977149 
  * Avg Min Temp_Sep + -0.0264288696068778 * Avg Temp_Aug + -0.217574092678227 * 
 Avg Temp_Jul + -0.00807038840529367 * Avg Temp_Jun + 0.0960259934197203 * 
 Avg Temp_May + 0.23580329901004 * Avg Temp_Oct + -0.00451829924559816 * 
 Avg Temp_Sep + 0.0366661284494242 * Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) + -1.0424457186323 
  * Mean Avg Depoint + 0.0938149510574536 * Mean Avg Min + 0.145659415122631 * 
 Mean Avg Temp + -0.495210003806976 * Mean Max Temp + -0.0287817280297267 * 
 Sum Total Precip + -0.11700872336528 * Total Precip_Aug + -0.877030842847964 * 
 Total Precip_Jul + 0.1361313002925 * Total Precip_Jun + 0.154741885585628 * 
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 Total Precip_May + -0.0666212409987583 * Total Precip_Oct + -0.0214839105560062 
  * Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("H1_2") = TanH( 
 (-110.63068579673) + -0.0263701337234705 * Avg Depoint_Aug + 0.310600362907036 
  * Avg Depoint_Jul + 0.212372614382161 * Avg Depoint_Jun + 0.0471027080911471 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + 0.0449772485999992 * Avg Depoint_Oct + -0.374038386613254 * 
 Avg Depoint_Sep + 0.621736154029826 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + -0.102849982660409 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Jul + -0.0409248365511595 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + 0.0371731318967138 
  * Avg Max Temp_May + 0.131742406157315 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + 0.096459684146327 
  * Avg Max Temp_Sept + -0.117109549015398 * Avg Min Temp_Aug + 
 -0.259558401626568 * Avg Min Temp_Jul + -0.0440187711530616 * Avg Min Temp_Jun 
  + -0.0705759376756352 * Avg Min Temp_May + 0.171352301401369 * Avg Min Temp_Oct 
  + -0.149003489136569 * Avg Min Temp_Sep + -0.115375927547057 * Avg Temp_Aug 
 + -0.367082848811828 * Avg Temp_Jul + -0.147334228813603 * Avg Temp_Jun + 
 -0.075557823709977 * Avg Temp_May + 0.536613176700975 * Avg Temp_Oct + 
 -0.20453049487302 * Avg Temp_Sep + 0.0841738426131062 * Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) 
  + 0.98551666515519 * Mean Avg Depoint + 0.231830521988144 * Mean Avg Min 
 +0.100787449717613 * Mean Avg Temp + 0.000645324548706162 * Mean Max Temp + 
 -0.0306142137659725 * Sum Total Precip + 0.185947403947262 * Total Precip_Aug 
 + -1.03250821988015 * Total Precip_Jul + 0.219770809049611 * Total Precip_Jun 
 + -0.0704926001486124 * Total Precip_May + -0.130536118629425 * Total Precip_Oct 
  + -0.170796966567484 * Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("H1_3") = TanH( 
 (-26.380003300369) + -0.0191180998152184 * Avg Depoint_Aug + 0.0263584657164343 
  * Avg Depoint_Jul + -0.371408379210576 * Avg Depoint_Jun + -0.44878299578297 * 
 Avg Depoint_May + 0.00476684755579712 * Avg Depoint_Oct + 0.473659595802279 * 
 Avg Depoint_Sep + 0.0788538089339024 * Avg Max Temp_Aug + 0.0689510793823737 * 
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 Avg Max Temp_Jul + -0.322946023772059 * Avg Max Temp_Jun + -0.248794572262072 * 
 Avg Max Temp_May + 0.115350455956892 * Avg Max Temp_Oct + -0.0316518695371426 * 
 Avg Max Temp_Sept + -0.0817752541855733 * Avg Min Temp_Aug + 0.269704497826242 
  * Avg Min Temp_Jul + 0.201199165643921 * Avg Min Temp_Jun + 0.145115695144978 
  * Avg Min Temp_May + 0.32411093585848 * Avg Min Temp_Oct + -0.0986613190693629 
  * Avg Min Temp_Sep + 0.0528296655807884 * Avg Temp_Aug + 0.328008446306458 * 
 Avg Temp_Jul + -0.205932395976733 * Avg Temp_Jun + 0.250155349857151 * 
 Avg Temp_May + 0.0669003445729023 * Avg Temp_Oct + 0.0381387702049456 * 
 Avg Temp_Sep + 0.0204333941549517 * Name( "GGD (base 32)" ) + 0.0889362433556356 
  * Mean Avg Depoint + -0.154314907197428 * Mean Avg Min + -0.185488478510497 * 
 Mean Avg Temp + -0.0246613399260839 * Mean Max Temp + -0.00292040385416002 * 
 Sum Total Precip + 0.19931306500204 * Total Precip_Aug + 0.0595373225204871 * 
 Total Precip_Jul + -0.326526172407501 * Total Precip_Jun + 0.000157896815027292 
  * Total Precip_May + 0.233117470759526 * Total Precip_Oct + 0.27909610328128 * 
 Total Precip_Sep 
); 
  Name("Predicted Oil_13%") = 21.5551116558228 + 0.067547325365215 * H1_1 + 0.561266175337046 
* H1_2 




Supplementary Figure S1. Scatterplot Matrix correlating GRIN Passport seed oil data and 





Supplementary Figure S2.  Scatterplot Matrix correlating GRIN Passport seed protein data and 
LSMeans for GWAS protein datasets. 
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Supplementary Figure S3. Temperature minimum and maximums and rainfall data from 





Supplementary Figure S4. Temperature minimum and maximums and rainfall data from 




Supplementary Figure S5. Temperature minimum and maximums and rainfall data from 







Supplementary Figure S6. Temperature minimum and maximums and rainfall data from 





Supplementary Figure S7. Temperature minimum and maximums and rainfall data from 
Raleigh, NC in 2016. (https://beaumont.tamu.edu/climaticdata/WorldMap.aspx) 
 
 
 
